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Fraternities 
on the move 
By Rob Matthews 
When the students of UNH 
return to Durham next fall to 
continue their education, they 
won't find two fraternities, 
Sigma Nu and Delta Chi, at their 
present locations. 
Both fraternities have decided 
r.o terminate their leases with 
Durham landlord Earnie Cutter 
and accept deals with the Town 
and Campus store owner, Jess 
Gangwer. Delta Chi is going to . 
move into the TASK Center 
located on Madbury Road, and 
Sig.rpa Nu will live right behind 
them in the front half of the old 
Channef1~tation. 
Chip Cooper, the ~resident 
of Sigma Nu, ana13iil Grimes, 
the president of Delta Chi, are 
excited about the future moves 
and are looking forward to the 
benefits provided by the new 
locations. 
Cooper said the biggest rea-
son for the Sigma Nu move was 
the condition of their house. 
"Many people are turned away 
because of its looks," he said. 
· According to Cooper, the, 
original lease for the house was 
:UJ2_ last year, but they signed for 
anotfier yefr""betQuse-:-0f pr_om-
ises made by Cutter to do repafr 
work on the house. 
He said Cutter has gone back 
on his promises and this is why 
they are signing with Gangwer. 
However, Cooper did say that 
they are still on Cutter's waiting 
list to return to the old 'hOllse-
if he decides to finally renovate. 
When asked .about his plans 
for the Sigma Nu house, Cutter 
said that he plans fo renovate -
the house into a larger building 
and lease it for fraternity, 
..sorority, Qr student use. -
But for~, Coaa~r .said, 
Sigma Nu will sign a short ·term . 
agreement with Gangwer with 
an option for a 15-year lease. 
Cooper said the reason for ths 
short-term lease is because 
Gangwer is planning to build 
a second story on top of the .old 
Channel 11 and they want to · 
wait and see the end results 
before any commitment is made. 
Gangwer said he has talked 
with the town about his inten-
tions to build a second story and 
so far no.problems have deve-
loped. However, fie=sa1&-there. 
may be a problem with finishing 
on time, but that can be worked 
out with Sigma Nu. 
The front part of the building, 
which Sigma Nu will take over, 
is currently being used as stu-
dent apartments, but Gangwer 
assured that the students would 
not be left out in the-cold like · 
the residents of ~udQr Hall were 
a few weeks back when theri;w 
sorority, Kappa Delta, leased 
the hall. . 
. Instead, Gangwer plans to 
divide the new second story in 
half and build new apartments 
giving the residents first option 
1 
to rent. The second half will 
belong to Sigma Nu. 
As for Delta Chi, they will be 
moving into the University's 
TASK Center, which is also 
owned by Gangwer. _According 
to Bill Grimes, their move was 
sparked by their location and 
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The Student Body candidates lef.t to right: Hammond/Rose, Scenna ivan, Keating Koning, 
. Gould/Turbyne. Out of frame: Eliasberg/Pariseau, Clemons/Stites (sorry). (Deborah Hopkins · 
photo) 
SBP hopefuls deb~te 
U, Chris Pollet qient and · the faculty liason ; the decision 
As the student body election· between the Student Senate and Each caQdidate stressed"'t1Te-
approaches, -~he six presidential the Academic Senate; aQd Dan , need .of student involvement in 
tickets deba,ted in the MUB Fasciano, the President of the policy decisions when pressed 
yesterday before the largest Inter-Fraternity Council and by Professor Houston's ques-
crowd they have faced in the student senator. tion, "which of the issues do you 
month old campaign. · The panel's questions ranged think your administration would 
The debate in the Strafford from what each candidate did have the best chance of solv-
Room was sponsored by the in response tq th.e decision of ing?" · 
Student Senate and the UNH allocating office space in Stoke I Candidate Bret Clemons -said 
· Debate Society and drew a crowd Hall to how each canctmate he wanted to address all the 
of 200. would address the lack of female priorities. but none more so than 
' During the hour-and-a-half faculty members at UNH which student apathy by better using 
debate, no candidates set them- is 56 percent women in enrol- the student activity fee. 
selve$ apart from the pack, lment. - Candidate Wendy Hammond 
though each. candidate tried by There was a verbal confron- · said she wanted to address the 
varyi~g their style and offering . ration between candidate Jay lack of female faculty at UNH 
new issues. Gould and Cote over her ques- as her running mate Mike Rose 
The format of the proceed- tion, "what specifically did you expressed the need for campus-
ings consisted of a brief intro- do in result to the office space wide referendum votes on the 
duction of each candidate by the ·all~io11io. StQke?" ~ote_ ~!}- crucial issues. 
moderator, Tom Aley, and ques- fronte<!'Gould and said he wasnT. Scenna said the students' view 
tions from .a panel chosen by answering the questi_on and of the university is essential in 
the election committee. Gould countered sayrng the academics while Sean Gallivan · 
The P,anel included: . Joe · decisionwasoutofthestudent's her vice president, said ther~ 
Golden, a member of the Stu- hands and "that it was bullshit." needs to be a true effort from 
dent Senate and the Progressive The question was directed at the administration to reach out 
Student Network; Anne Law- tho&e candidates involved with for student concerns. 
ing, t~e Student Activity Pro- Student Senate in particular. Candidate Michael Keating 
gram Advisor; Beth Core, the Candidate Michele Scenna re- stressed the need to look at the 
editor-in-clTiefnd.,'.,i'.Q.e.~ sponded to the · question by newly revised judicial syste~ _ 
Hampshire; Professor Robert saying "the Student Senate made . 
Houston of the _ph~departy,:_ a mist<\ke in how they hantl\ed DEBATE, page 6 
UNH grad wins·-Pulitzer 
By Amanda L. Waterfield Walsh said that she started of Pelham, N.H., before joining 
On Thursday, March 31, Bar- · working on the series for the the staff of the Eagle-Tribune. 
hara W,1lsh, of the Lawrence . North Andover, Mass. daily Walsh said thatwhil~shewas ·:_~--
Eagle-Tribune, became these-- -paper back in September, and, at UNH, she worked· at The 
cond UNH graduate in five alo~g with colleague Susan New Hampshire as photoed-
years to win a Pulitzer Prize, Forrest, has continued working itor. She also started a photo. 
according to Professor Andrew on it right up to the present magazine called Inner Vision. 
Merton of the English depart- time. Walsh's start in journalism 
ment. Walsh was ·awarded the Walsh, 29, graduated from at UNH was a shaky one .. 
prize for her wod( on a .. series I UNH in 1981 with a major in Merton, Walsh's journalism 
of articles about flaws in the photojournalism. According to professor, said she was • '.'a 
Massachusetts State Prison Fur- Merton, after leaving school, reasonably good student--B 
Jough program. Walsh spent a year in Europe plus/ A minus--when she was 
--: · Merton saM the other Pu- working as a photographer on here." However, Merton said, 
' litzer -was awarded to Mike a weekly newspaper in Galway, "She failed one writing course 
D'Antonio of Long Island's Ireland. Upon returning from because she didn't make dea9:- __ Delta.Chi tak~s on a TASK. (Sadie Green~ay photo) Newsday for his series on babies Europe, Walsh worked on a · 
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·Handicapped:acc~ss ·is ·still a problem at UNH 
• _ . • _ , ~ • • _ • , ., •• I 1 
• • ' .; ~ , i " · 




J ; • , t .,. 1 , J l )_ ' ' , 
By Kellie W~rdman . '.. ': . "Also dn·ce fo'side the; hew; : ident' Gar.do~ Haaland and 
lJNH has :come a loirg way 'van, ~he ~i~ do~n~.~re ~oo,~fose explained the problem . 
. . in t,er.ms oJ :making ·campus '.togeth~r,_ and we t _a.n't :~ii ·(~o . _"WithiJ:?, a few ~ou~s;the~ 4~4.-
. ·buildings accessible for students whe_eklia1rs comfortably . 'o/1lere moved -the class, , said Chns~1e . 
. iff wheelchairs. Although new: :they should Be,:· he' added: This It was · difficult at first; he said, 
automatic doors in four different· - aggra-vation: is ju's·t' tne· i~s~Jt because the professor had a little 
buildings are definite improve-· of poor planning. · . · . · bit of a gruqge, but now the two 
ments, added aggravations still There are many inaccess:ib!e ar~· good friends. "In cases like 
· . exist that are not necessary, said . buildings on campus. Mos( 0f this," · <::;hristie said, "They're 
Dan Vachon, president of the the smaller res.idence halls ;do . wbrking well for us." · 
Handicapped Student Organ- not have ramps or elevators,'·a,'i1.d _ · P_rog·r~ss _is slow, but each year 
ization. neither do some_ floors in tbe more butldmgs are being Illade 
One of the problems has, to largest halls. "I lived in Wjl- accessible. Christie says that 
· do with the·new Health Services liamson for two years,". s'aid there are some buildings that 
· building. "I had thought the Leslie Washburn, a junior Psy- could easily be ramped off, such . 
situation ·was improving on chology maj.or .. "A-tower>was. as Pettee- Halt 
campus until I couldn't get into ramped off, but I co~ldn't get "In many buildings, there is 
the new ·Health Services," said to lC or 4C because there are ground floor access with only 
Vachon. "It is almost inaccess- stairs after the elevator." one step," he said. "Usually back .· 
·· ible beduse there are no auto- · Many of the academic:: build- entrances_ could be fixed with 
matic doors," he said. - ings are inaccessible as vvell. a tamp or even some black top." 
The _only specially equipped Richards Auditorium, whjch is There are only a few plans 
bathrooms in the building are located in Murkland Hall, is the for the future, to put lifts and _ 
located on the second floor, and location of many different ramps in certain buildings. The 
Vachon believes that having to classes and lectures. main problem with these plans 
hunt for a bathroom in a campus "I know people that couldn't is a lack of money. 
· hospital is not right. "The whole take Film Studies because of the "Small amounts of money are 
building was just a big disap- . location," Washburn said. "And 'allocated each year for renovat-
pointment," he said. I had to take Food and People ing," said Leonardi Lamberti, 
Another problem the phys- on videotape last semester, Associate Dean of Student Af-
ically disabled students have to · because it was ·in a large cla.ss- fairs. "Some ot the money comes 
deal with concerns the Handi- room on an upper floor in from the State Legislature," he 
Vans. Overall, most of the Murkland." said, "and we have made certain 
Leslie W~shburn had to take Food and People on videotape 
because she couldn't get to the classroom. (Addie Holmgren 
almost impossible," said Wash- the heavier doors. 
students agree that the service There· is a federal law stating recommendations to the Legis-
and the drivers are great. that if a physically disabled lature that have not been met:" 
burn. There are reasons for this- Although these problems 
-not all disabilities are the same, exist, there a:re a few positive 
and it is difficult to choose a things happening. ACCESS, 
standard table for all. _ Accessing Career Challenges in . "The problem is that the lifts student wishes to take a certain There just haven't been suf-
are always breaking down," said class, that class has to be moved ficient funds to do all that the 
senior Ron Christie. "One per- to an accessible rootn. In some U nhrersity would like to do, he 
son fell off a spring action lift cases, however, there are other added. 
and broke all of her front teeth. students in wheekha_irs already One of the plans in the near 
"They will make accomoda- Education through Specialized 
tions for us," said Vachon, "but Services, is one of these positive 
I don't think there is one access- aspec~s of programs here at 
ible lab." UNH. ACCESS · coordinates 
It is not safe at alL" The newest in those few classrooms. future is to put a new lift outside 
Handi-Van was purchased with Christie has also had prob- of the Forum Room in Dimond_ 
this same kind of lift, and this lems in the past. "One time the , ~ibrary. The Jo~nson Theater, 
made some students angry. -professor refused to move and m the Paul Creative Arts Center; 
· Washburn, who can reach services for students. with di~.!' 
well above her head, .can.not abilities. .. .• · _ , 
"If they had done more re- I was advised not to push it or has been a subject for concern 
search, and asked us more about . it would affect my grade," he for many years., "They s,ay they 
it, we could have told them said. "So I had to drop it." finally have the money, a.nd it 
whichwerethebetterlifts,"said Another time, Christie should be done this sum.ciier," 
even reach the top eleyator "One such service is to assist 
buttons in Dimond Library. "For in providing note-takers · to 
someone .who doesn't have as students who have difficulty 
much mobility as I do, it would taking notes," Lamberti said. 
be impossible." she said. ACCESS also helps find people 
.lt is the same case _with to record things for visually 
·entra-nces without alito.tna_tic impaired· students, and h'.e:lps 
doors. if a student does not have with general academic and ac-
Vachon. Instead, the students pushed it, not·wanting tO'accej:,t said Vachon: . 1 ·1 - • 
who rely on the service have to the department's offer of a tutor. There are still some _unavo1d-
be really careful. and take the The professor said he would not able problems, though. 
-...risk. . .. _ move, so Christie called Pres- _ _ "Getting up to a lab table is , .... 
s'trength in their upper body, 
there is no way th~y can open ACCESS, page 6 
·t~~---lllliill.-------..... --------------------------... ---
1 NEWS IN_ BRIEF 
Andover man receives 
$15 miJ). after paralyzing 
_stud gun accident 
Gene Doran was getting a haircut in a barber' 
shop when a nail shot from a stud gun came through 
. the wall and lodged .in his neck, paralyzing him 
from the neck down. Doran was awarded $15 .3 
million in an out-of-court settlement Wednesday, 
the fifth largest cash compensation grant in the 
country's history. . 
· · Since the day of the accident on April 17, 1987, 
the renters of the tool, Taylor Rental Co., no longer 
rent the high-power version of the stud gun to the 
public. 
Doran, 40; had been a successful agent f~r the· · 
John Hancock Insurance Co. before his 'injuries., · 
He was a three-letter a,thJitte in high school and 
-served in· the First Air Cavalry in Vietnam. 
· "I hope that in some way this , will have enough 
impact that something like this should never happen 
again to someone else," Doran said. "Hopefully 
the federal government will step in and look at 
this matter and realize that these guns should be 
·outlawed." · · 
Priest busted. for dr,ugs 
A Roman Catholic priest was arrested Wednesday 
by Italian police in Bologna for drug trafficki'ng: 
Special Italian drug officers nabbed Rev. Lorenzo 
Zorza at the home of a woman they described as 
a rare· art restorer. , · ' ' -' ·· 
Zorza, 46, of New York.City, was convid:ed in 
1982 on a federal customs charge for smuggling 
stolen art from Italy to the united States.. ' .. ' '. : I 
15-year-old lsra,eli girl-
killed in stoning _ 
". An Israeli girl was hiking with a group of teen-
. age friends near the Palestinia,n viHage of Beita _ 
when they were attacked by a group of Arabs and 
pelleted by rocks, resulting in the girl's death arid 
11 other injuries . 
It was the.first Israeli civilian death in the four-
month-old Palestinian tiprisi.:Og. Israeli citizens 
were outraged and _called for imm~iate action 
against the incident. 
Activists from from the ult,ranationalist party 
led Israeli settkrs from the area to the entrance 
- of the B.eita village where they planned to make 
a new settlement. "We will cling to this spot by 
our fingerna,ils, said .A vi Parhan, a Party spokesman 
_ w~? ,waved a· large Isreali flag at the site. 
Ba_by M's mother granted 
broader visiting rights 
The biologk~l mother of two-year-old Baby M, 
Mary Beth Whitehead-Gould, was granted unsup-
ervised six-hour visits~once a week with her child. 
Whitehead-Gould gave birth to the child under 
a 10,QOO dollar cqntract with Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam 
Stern, whq ,now have custody of .the ~:hild. . 
Whitehead~(;qtild ~as granted additionaJ visiting 
time_ whicd:) indri~e~ .ov;.eyp-ight stays, weeke9ds~ 
and a two weekvisit in the swnmer. The judge who· 
made the ·deds-iori sa-ia that the child wt1µld not 
·sµffor ~~o~iqiially.,,f.ro~: the visits. _ . - .' ·_, 
· Th~ ~te·rb:s. w.~r<:! gener-a,lly unhappy ·about _the 
I. PP!niop., but will riot appeal' the decision, said their 
,attorn~y; ~tank Donohue. • . · . - . · . 
Kennedy scorned in Ire - · 
land 
An officer put his hand on hi·s .holstered pistol 
Wednesday when U.S. Rep. Josep4 Kennedy_tried 
to shake his hand. Kennedy attributed the incident 
to tension and.mistrust. 
On Tuesday, Kennedy exchanged angry words 
with a British soldier in West Belfasi when his 
car was stopped at an army checkpoint. He was 
accompanied by a loca_l priest who was ordered to 
operf the trunk. 
When K_ennedy protested, the soldier grabbed 
his arm. The congressman shouted; "Take your 
hands off me!" The soldier, releasing his grip, then 
said to Kennedy, "Why don't you get back to your 
own country?" 
Kennedy snapped foick, "Why don't you get back 
toyours?" · · · 
-t.Former Ky. governor's 
racist remark protested 
Former Kentucky governor A)3. (Happy) 
Chandler, who was baseball commis:sioner when 
Jackie Robinsoq became the first black in the major 
leagues, was the target of protest Wednesday because 
of his use of a racial slur in a public. meeti_ng. 
Chandler~ 89, reportedly told a finance committee, 
"You know Zimbabwe is all nigger now. There i : 
aren't any whites;" . . 
. About 40 students marched on the University 
of -Kentucky'.s administration building demanding 
that Chandler apologize for his remark. Chandler 
admitted ma.king the statement and said he was 
sorry in a televisiori interview, saying that the term 
was not offensive to blacks years ago. 
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Curren't SBP endorses Scenna 
By Bryan Alexander h1s administration this semes- ises which wer~ based on d~l~-
Warner Jones and Sabra 'ter. He said she was very ded- .· sioris resulting from 'tack .qf 
Clarke, student body president icafed to her position. experience in the .Senate. He 
and vice president, announced '·'In order to be a good leader, said Scenna and Gallivan were 
their endorsement of the pre- you have to be a good followert offering realistic goals and soiid 
sidentiahicket of Michele Seen- said Jones. · approaches to reach these goals. 
na and Sean Gallivan. · . Clarke said she was also Scenna said she was excited 
jone·s saj,d the ticket repres- impressed with Scenna's ability that the current administration 
ents several of the same qualities to keep people interested in the endorsed her bid for the_ spot. 
which make his administration Senate despite the long hours She said their vote of confidence 
· effective.., He cited diversity as and the low pay. She said that is the most importa.rit on the 
one of the key issues. it is crucial to keep pee>ple cam.pus. 
He said their different back- interested to remain a powerful "For them to think our ticket 
. rounds and traits allow them force. This is a task which she would be best to run the Uni-
to ~ee different sides to every believes Scenna has performed versity says a lot,'' she ·said. 
issue. Once elected, this would well. "They're Gones and Clarke) the 
ensure they were "representing "You can_'t change things at best judges to say who can." 
the constituency," he said. the University unless you have Other candidates were not 
Clarke said the charge that the people behind you," she said. pleased with-the decision. Tim 
Scenna · is too young--as a Jones said Scenna had the Silk, campaign manager for 
sophomo~e--to run the goverq- ability to stand up to the admin- Wendy Hammond and Michael 
ment is not valid. She said what istratio'n, which is vital for the Rose, said it was "a bogus · 
Scenna lacks in years sh~ makes position. He cited an instance ·endorsement." 
up for in maturity level. when Scenna demanded that · Silk said Scenna and Gallivan 
This would also prove to be students have more control over had the right connections to win 
advantage if she would consider summer Residential Life deci- the endorsement and were not 
running for t_he position_ after sions despite arguments from neces~arify the best qualified. 
a year term, according to Clarke. the administration. He said this He said the fact that Gallivan 
This would solve the problem showed she can stand up to her and Jones are both members of 
of dealing with the disruption convictions and still work well Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity 
which inevitably occurs after with the people she _is standing and that Scenna has been a 
each term, she said. up against. ,. . member of the current executive 
"Maybe we'll finally ·get that "Have we seen that from any staff gave the ·ticket unfair ties. 
consistency we've been search- other students out there?" Jones None of the other candidates 
ing for so long," said Clarke. asked. "Not yet." · were throughly questioned by 
· Jones said he was impressed Jones said many oj the· other the Jones or Clarke either and 
by the job Scenna has done for _ candidates were making prom- _ their attendance ;it the candidate 
Greeks endorse two tickets 
By Rick Michaud president and student body vice- best. 
The councils voted for the ; 
candidates that they thought 
best benefited the Greek system, 
Student body Vice President Sabra Clarke and President Warner -·--
Jones would like candidates Scenna and Gallivan to fill their 
, positions next year. (file photo) ' . I 
·events was-poor, according to 
Silk. He said all the other 
· candidates agreed that their 
platform had never received fair 
cdnsideration. 
Presidential candidate Jay 
Gould said Jones acknowledged 
that the decision was made by 
a <tgut feeling" he had. Gould 
said Jones was debating over the 
Gould-Turbyne ticket and Seen-
. na's, but went with Scenna 
because she would follow the 
same direction his administra-
tion had taken. ., 
"He said it was a 'selfish' ·· 
' stance from a president's point 
,of yiew," said Gould. 
Gould said he' wanted to · 
follow the same lines of the 
Jo~es administration, but that 
he wanted to make some 
changes which he believes will 
improve the Seo.ate. 
''We're different, maybe too-
different," he added. "We' re not 
a clone of Warner Jones and· 
Sabra Clarke." 
Employer lectures 
on resume. writing ·A first-time meeting between president candi_date, voices its the lnterfraternity and Panhel- support both for the candidacies 
lenic Councils ended up with of Eliasberg/ Pariseau ar.J Ham-
a vote deciding to support two mond/ Rose. It is our opinion 
student , body .presidential . thatbothsetsofcandidatescatry 
t.i,c k et s. Both the E 1 i as - posit i, on s which w i 11 'be 
berg / Pads·eau .. ..and Ham- beneficial to .the Greek system 
mond/ Rose candidacies got the and the University as a whole." 
nod of approval from the coin-· The decision to support the 
bined council and with it a Eliasberg/ Pariseau and Ham-
potentially large support group. mond/ Rose candidacies came 
not each house or perso_n ir;idi- · By Elizabeth Lyon said Alpert. ; · · · 
vidually. As IFC Pre'sident Dan Urging students "to be ag- When the ·till}e comes for an . 
At the end of the three.:.hour after. heavy debat~ and three 
meeting, the executives of the voting sessions. The council was 
lnte~ternity and Panhellen_ic not _able to come up with a clear 
counei'rs released-the official majority and decided to go with 
statement whi,c-h I."Fads as fol- .. a tandem of candidates. 
lows: · The councils stressed that · 
"As members of the gfk: even though the Greek system 
verning bodies of the Greek is s_µ,pporting the two candid-
sysyem, Interfraternity council acies, it is · not t4e opinion of 
(I.F.C.) and Panhellenic, after every Greek mem.h,er that the 
surveying'the policies and qual- Eliasberg/ Pariseau and,...Ham-
ifications of each smdent body _ mond/Rose tandidacies are the 
Fasciano put it,' ~he vote is "not . gressive but not to be arrogant," interview, Alpert said there Jre . 
a representation of-the houses Mike Alpert, human ·resources some key characteristics he 
but a vote of the house rep re- ma_nager for Apollo Computer looks for in potential employees. sentatives." · , f Five of the six sets of candi~ in Exeter, spoke to a small group 'Fi ty percent of it is that of 
, dates each had their turn to hold Tuesday night on the topic of skill--the other 50 percent is · "Hearing the Job Application , traits people · have," he 1 t h e f 1 ° 0 r '( t he Ke a t - from the Employer's ·point of , plained. His list of des_i- .>le 
ing/ )DeTKhoning tdi~dket was _ab- View." traits includes confidence, friend-
rn.t d f can_ l ates ' wele Alpert's talk in the Forum liness, honesty, savvy, knowl:-
mu_te to. ~ve mmutes to v,01ce -room of Dimond Library, spon- edge, high energy level, positive 
thetr_posittons and answer_ed sored by Career Planning and attitude, an.cl the ability to ask questtons for another two mm- Pl t t d d d t. utes. Comments were limited ace1!1en , cen ere. _aroun goo ques 10ns. . · -
1 
G k . b effective resume wntrng and "I really want the person to to mosft Yh rleleG cokncerdi:is e- preparation for aff interview. ask questions," he said, noting cause o t e a ree au 1ence. H d h · h · ·· · f · h M.k Er b · d Ch • • e stresse .t e important re- ow important 1t 1s or t e 1 e tas_ erg an _ _:_ .n stme - lationship between the two. . applicant to take some control · 
' GREEKS, page 30 "Unless you have a resume · of the interview. Asking ques-
that you're real comfortable tioris and also questioning an 
with, you're not going to inter- employer's questions are what 
view well," Alpert said. Alpert terms "interviewees 
A resume, according to Al- rights." 
pert, should be "fairly short, 
1 
Alpert added that intervie-
precise, a,nd to the point." He wees should never answer ques-
added that a chronological re- tions they fed uncomfortable 
sume is generally better than with and never feel embarrassed 
a functional one. · to
1 
ask for clarification on a 
, A functionally organized re- questio11,. 
sume, which groups various "Alwa,ys be prepared to 
skills and experiences together, answer what your strengths are 
-can arouse suspicion in an and what your weaknesses are," 
employer because it sometimes Alpert said. 
appears to be hiding something, Other ways to make a good 
such as a long break in employ- impression during an interview, 
ment, Alpert explained. according to . Alpert, involve 
Alpert said that hobbies and thoroughly researching the com-
interests are excellent_ things pany; being punctual but not too_ 
to have on a resume. From an ea_rly, and demonstrating good 
· employer's standpoint, they can eye contact and positive body 
~erve as a good way to break the language. · 
tee. He advises never mentioning 
Some other advice he offered salary on the first interview and 
~ on resumes included not sending always dressing appropriately 
more than one to the same while remaining comfortable . 
. company, not sending them to A prompt letter or phone call 
an outrageous number of com- of thanks i_s always the best 
panies, and not continually follow-up to an interview, said 
calling and pressuring busy- Alpert. · . 
employers about them. ' Alpert admitted ·to being 
The most effective and cour- opinionated and said there are 
· te_ous· way to deal with in some employers who would 
---- employer is to send a resume, p~obably debate ~.ome of his The library, which ~as ~een in the dark ag~s, may have a better future dawning with ne wa•it 'a week, follow up with a CAREERS 
9 funds allocated for renovation~ Peter Tam osi hoto / . , po.lite phone call, and be patient, - · · · · · '· page · · 
__________iiliiiiiii ________.._. ______________ 1111111111 __ 111= 
-~-·-~~'=:-•- ~ - -·-: ~-;-·::,; ~ ~.: ~ :--~~r r~-~•;,-~-- «-~;-:~:: ~:t~::7~[: ;': , '\ 
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_How do you f e~t/· . abollt ·the· proposed Rec Center? 
· nThe current athletic fa-
-Z 1ei[,j_t~es aren't conducivt to 
the~fti"fif'ibe,~tudent body. 
-Students shouidn 't have to 
pay $10~ to work out at 




_ 'Tm all for a new Rec 
facility ·but I feel more 
parking space and living 





"I like it. We need a place 
. for the Grateful Dead to 
play" 





''No, I'm not for it. f:ark-
. ing is of ,utmost .i por~ 
tance. It should e of 






I - EARN $300, $400, $ 5 0 0 ,- -1 
I a week I * . * 
f · at HAHA t60N6'S I 
* . -· -. . . \ . * : , · · - . . --.· - RESTAURANT : 
·!(Hampton Beache's favorite restaurant- a great place to work this summer) · ! 
P.. ·- .r. k . ;- .. • .. ·•CALENDAR t:0:l··SPea '·SOD.c.:.Romant1c1smr0 ;t -iru1tA'i,'Ai>taE8 '."~· • ' - . . . , 
By,,Liz Godfrey novel well before the Romantic for itself," Larkin sai·~. ·.".T~e .. · , UNH :GREENHOUSES OPEN HO.USE_ Fr'ee .. deinons~ra-
1UNH professor Edward T. period had begun, so Larkin poet b~comes a type of pro,ph~t; . : tiohs., . exh}~i~s on g~n-etic engineering, orgah.ization;~ ot 
Larkin argued· in a lecture on pointed out that Goethe's works a s.~er. . ' . honeybee Jiie m the hive, .rar:ef51ant~ of_ NH, ,epvi_romne~t:a? 
Tuesday against the traditional can't be seen as m.odels of this _ The. p.9_t~on_ ~f P<?eJ~Y: ~:5: , .. f!C~dif(~-a.t~b:n?:,~~-ll-}ess s~_~de pump~u:~s,. s<;>i.l !11:f: fest~~g , _ 
beliefthatGeothehelpedcreate, period. educat10nal or arnved at" ancltoutsoffacility.9a.m.to4:30p.m: '·• ,. · · .  · ... ,~ · ... ·. 
and strictly adhered to German However, Faust is not with- through certain rules becomes 
Romanticism. · out some Romantic influences, an out-moded concept with 
This lecture, titled "Goethe's according to Larkin .. ·But while Romanticism," Larkiri said. '.'It 
Faust: How Romantic?" was a Faust is a good example of becomes an expressive theory 
part of the Humanities Lecr'ure Romantic aesthetics on the one ·of arr-, no longer depend~nt on 
Series offered this semester. hand, on the other, "it undercuts the imitation of reality. It comes 
Larkin is a German professor the whole . Romantic philo- from within the individual." 
who takes an interest in German sophy," Larkin _said. The irony ·~ 
Romanticism, and is particularly of this should not be overlooked, Symbolism is used as a tech- '' 
fascinated with the works of the he warned. nique to communicate ideas and 
German author Goethe. Larkin spent much of the its roots are in Romanticism, 
Larkin' addressed Goethe'.s . lecture, expounding on the roots Larkin said. - - --
best known work, Faust, the of Romanticism. The Romantic Larkin sees Romanticism as 
story of a man who sells his soul Rebellion came about as a 
to the Devil, to try to prove his reaction against the Enlight- . a ~evolt againSt normative po-
point that Goethe is not a model enment thinkers, and their ~~~~~ :~fi:f;en:~i:~ta ~:s~~= 
of German Romanticism, and emphasis on reason and the to bind them. · . · 
did not help to create it, as_ is mind. In Goethe's Faust, this desire 
traditionally believed. "Romanticism represents the is shown by a "host of various 
"It seems to me . there is triumph of the heart over rl"ie types of literature coming to-
sufficient evidence he (Geothe), head," Larkin said. "It emphas- gether," Larkin said. .. 
mocks the Romantic period as izes the individual and is an 
much as he confirms it,". Larkin emotional response to life." The Romantic idea of life as 
said. "Imagination was not so a process witt10ut end, and the 
Larkin pointed out tha·t much of a factor in the produc- attention to different levels of 
Geothe did not allow Faust to tion of art in the pre-Romantic consciousness, explains why 
be read until after his death, and world," Larki_n said, Poetry -at Romantic novels had a resur-
this occurred after the Romantic this time and to be useful, and gence of popularity in the 
period was -over, so his ideas was in the service of social 1960's, according to Larkin. 
could not have ·created and behavior. Larkin recommended Faust, 
influenced the thoughts of the "With Romanticism, poetry to all who attented the lecture, 
period. was elevated," L1rkin pointed and added that although it's 
Goethe had also started his _  out. "It had no reason but to be ___ difficult reading, it's worth it. 
Nutrition help available 
By Marianne Moore 
This is the third in a series of 
articles on nutrition at UN H. 
'.'Am I eating the right 
-foods?" "Am I eating too muc~ 
or too little?" "Am I obsessed 
with food?" For those seekinj! 
serJous nutritional guidance, 
help· in• treatin!f food dis'ordersA 
or just simple questions regard-
ing diet, Durham has many 
available resources. 
The University itself provides 
many avenues for finding the 
1mswers to any and all nutrition- . 
al questions. 
Kathleen Gil~ea-Dinzeo sug-
gests Health Services Eliucation 
as a good place to start. Located 
on the second floor of the new 
Healt-h Services building, 
Health Education has books and 
files available for students. 
In addition, as director, 
Gildea-Dinzeo says Health Ed-
ucation is responsible for bring-
ing health issues to an aware-
ness level in tne sruaenr 
community. It is Health E.,du-
cation's responsibility to devel-'' 
op and implement programs 
concerning pertinent health . 
issues. 
advice is needed, Health Ser~ 
. vices provides a nutritionist, 
Margaret Merz. Available for 
. appointments from 11 to 1 on 
Wednesdays, Merz is a regis-
tered dietician. She claims her 
~,.go11.l -~ ,~iucation. She 
P,_i:ovid'es the client with a fo~d 
group chart, discusses the 
client's eating history, and 
suggests basic nutrition and 
exercise as desirable for basic 
health. 
Asked if she recommended 
specific diets, Merz said no. 
However, "if something rigid 
is desired,"' she can help, but 
most do not desire such pfans. 
When asked about self-help 
and diet books, Merz advised 
caution. She recommends when 
reading about nutrition the 
importance of credibility. 
Diets should "sound reaso-
nable and shouldn't promise 
magical results," says Merz. 
Also, Merz advises to be aware · 
food being the only answer and 
it shouldn't promise losing 20 
pounds in a week.,_, 
Merz also works on campus 
in connection with Stillings 
Dining Hall. She said she is 
available there for students 
(862-2583) ;,ilthoug-ht it might _ 
not be as private as the Health 
Services Building. 
If a student feels more com-
. prehensive help is fl.eeded co~n-
seling is available at the Uni-
versity'.s .. ~ounseling and Testing 
Center. . 
Located at the Schofield 
House across from Stoke Hall, 
Counseling and Testing pro-
vides one-on-one service for no 
charge. No appointment is 
needed for the first visit and 
walk-in hours are 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
If a nutrition course is des'ired, 
UNH offers Food and People, 
which is taught by Sam Smith 
of plans which suggest "a single __ . FOOD, page 30 
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NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "American.Brecht: . 
·· A ·My_t.hology. Reflects Its Region," ~y Tony Kushn~r, ' 
Playwr1ght/D1rector. 1925 Room, Alumn:i. Center, 4 p.m. · 
PREVIEW EXHIBITION - Op~niog recep.tion of ~'The. 
. 11 Gallery" Collection, opportunity to preview art, crafts, · 
and a·nciques donated to Cpannel 11 auction; Previe_w bids 
accepted at New England Center. Performance by Sea coast 
String Quartet. New England Center, 5-7 p.m. 
MUSO DOUBiE FEATURE - "Dirty Dancing" and 
"Footloose." MUB Pub, 8 and 10 p.m., students $3, general 
$5 ,, 
INTER'--COLLEGIATE BAND AND COLLEGE BAND 
DIRECTORS' CONFERENCE - Johnson Thee.ter, Bratton 
Recital Hall, Swain Auditorium, Paul Arts, and MUB. 
Information: Stanley Hettinger:, 862-2404. 
UNH OBSERVATORY - The M81 and M82 galaxies, the 
Beehive Cluster the globular cluster M53, andlJrsa Major 
-- the Big Oipp~r will be visible. The buildinR (not heated) 
located in the· 1ield west of the Field House will be open 9-
· 11 J?:m. if it is not cloudy. Free admission. Information: 862-
1950. _ 
SATURDAY, APRIL 9 
INTERCOLEGIA TE BAND AND COLLEGE BAND DI-
RECTORS' CONFERENCE - Johnson Theater, Bratton 
Recital Hall, Swain Auditorium, Paul Arts~ and MUB. 
Information: Stanley D. Hettinger, 862-2404. 
UNH LITTLE ROY AL LIVESTOCK SHOW - Livestock i.. 
competition featuring UNB students showing beef, ~ai.ry, 
sheep or horse. Chicken barbecue, oxen demonstration, milkmg 
contest, various games, petting ·zoo. Livestock Activity Center 
. (near Horse Barn), 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., free. 
UNH GREENHOUSE OPEN HOUSE ~ Free demonstra-
tions, exhibits on soil testing, tours. 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
BASEBALL - vs. Hartford-2, 1 p.m . 
CORRECTION: AUNH CONCERT CHOIR- Pops Concert 
was incorrectly listed in other calendars under Saturday 4/9. 
· It wiU only. be held on Sunday, April 10, not both dates. . 
SUNDAY, APRIL 10 
CROP WALK FOR HUNGER - Funds ~aised. ·will b~ used · 
in overseas relief and development projects. Walk~rs ar.e 
urged to ask f_amily, friends and. neigfibors .to sponsor their 
efforts. SpoI],sor enve!opes available at area church_es and 
on campus . .- Walk will be h~ld re_gardless of w~a~her. 
Information: Paul Murphy-Ge·iss, UNH Campus Mrnistry, 
862-1165. 
BASEBALL - vs. Hartford, noon. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE BAND CONCERT - Granite State 
Room, MUB, 3 p.m. 
SLIDE SHOW - "Deforestation: Clearcutting of Our 
Heritage." Focusing on biological an.cl 01lt.ural aspects of 
deforestation, and looks at status of tropICal ramforests around 
. the world. Richards Auditorium, MurJs½nd, 7 p.m.; free. 
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING - Free teaching and 
· dancing, sponsored by UNH Country Dancers, no expenence 
or partner necessary: Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 7:30 
p.m. 
~ 
MUSO FILM - "Marathon Man." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. . 
UNH CONCERT CHOIR - Pops Concert. Johnson Theater, 
Paul ARts, 8 p'.m. An example of the1r work is 
"Food Fright," a play sponsored 
by Health Education at the 
beginning of the semester which 
was an attempt to ·raise the 
awareness level of eating dis-
orders. In addition, Gildea-
Dinzeo noted that workshops 
are planned throughout the 
year, such as the upcoming one 
for the Greek system. 
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a ty.pographical MONDAY, APRIL 11 
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes / 
Although Health Education 
focuses on getting their mes-
sages acr.oss to students in 
general, it is poss.ible t~ get one-
on-one attention. If a s"fudel~ 
is concerned about his/her 
physical condition; the Human 
Nutrition Center is the next 
place to visit. · . 
Located past the fire station 
and under the railroad tracks 
in a red building, the Human 
Nutrition -Center can provide 
a Ptt!~<>nal physical ana.Iys•is. If 
interes·re4, Doris Ir~in. is the 
woman to contact at 862-1704. · 
From t-here, ~f nutritional .. 
w The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham_, NH 0~824. 8,000copiesprinted TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES - Herb Pomeror Big B'afl.d. 
per iss~e by Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine. . Strafford Room, .MUB, 8.p.m., students $3, gen~ra $5. Tickets 
.. ·- .. .. - .... ~,--- · · ···· - · · · ;__;___,; at door and MUB Ticket Office. (Note change m program.) . 
EQUINE SE;tvfINAR - Carol Riv~ire, Beaver D~m F~rm, FACULTY CONCERT° SERIES - Robert Eshbach;· violin, 
Alton, N:H, importer, breeder, trarner: NOrwegrnn F1ord Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
Hor~e. Light Horse Barn Classroom,. 4: 10 - 5 p.i:n., open to , · . · , 
public TUESDAY, APRIL Ii 
JAPANESE FILM~ "Tokyo Story." A highly acclaimed . , ,; 0 · · ' " 
wo_rk which deals with dissolution of the famil in CHILD~~N S'fHEATp~- TheStarcraft non Discovery. 
contemporary Japan. Room 4 Horton 7·30 Pm free Y a futunstic Science-Fict10n play. Hennessy Theater, Paul 
' ' · · ·, · • Arts, $2 per per<_>sn ($1.50 eac~for school groups) 9:30 a.m._ 
MATHEMATICS CAREER NIGHT' - Panelists with and 11:30 a.m. Ticket Informat10n: 862-2290. , 
undergraduate degrees in math from Liberty Mutual, PSNH, 
State Mutual, and-USNH will talk about theirJ·obs and <areer HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "Romanticism: The 
opportunities in data processing, actuarial fiel , rate analysis, Vis_ual ARts," ~argo 0. Clark, Arts, Room 216, Hamilton 
• rea~hinf◄, and statistics. F~llowed by question and answ,er . Smit~, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m . . _ 
per10d. 925 Room, Alumrn Center, 7 p.m. STUDENT RECITAL #6 - Bratton Recital hall Paul Arts, 
RAY MANZAREK AND MI<;:HAEL MCC~URE - An 1 :.m. · · . ·· .. . _ ' 
evening of spoken word music. Manzare.k is keyboard- ' ,P . , . . , . , •< _, t , , 
ist/founding member of The Door~ (rock group). McClure? WOMEN'S LACROSSE_ vs. Boston College, Field House, 
poet, essayist an? role-model for Jim Mornson. Sponsorea 3-:30'p.m: · . . , . . · . · '. ~- · 
by MUSO. Granite ST~te Room, MUB, 8 p.m., stude'ns $3-, · · · · · · · · . . . 
general $5. . . - · . . , , PORTTJGUESE FILM~ "Quilombo." Room 1100, Murkland, 
• " • • .... , •• • ~ .,-- . C 7-9 p,m., $1. · . . • .. . , 
c~~ENrn~;~ ~;·-~.i: -~ i\ l<.~r.l.~":~ON lvW.3'i' DL .:,t;'"',_,u,j ~&.JU ·~v'. FACULTY,CONCERTSERIES-:-FacultyWoodwindQuintet. 
THE OFFICE -~F STUDENT ACTlVITIE_S!·,ROOM 3.~2,, ~UB. , ~ ·,Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, s :p""m. . 
(Ob~rve deadline~ on pr,oper forms) · . ,. ,. . . . , .• · ,r .,,. : :.• · .. / .c, ?' , . .. : , •. , >/" , .. · • • • • , , · -
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' CAREEh. 
JOB SEARCH SUPPOR ~ GROUP: Spons~red by 
Career Planning and Placement. Drop-In for a 
· weekly group session designed to allow people 
to share concerns, frustrations & support over their 
job searches. Tuesdays, Room 203, Huddelston 
Hall, 4:30-5:30 p.m., during the month of April. 
GENERAL 
WA YSMEET PROTEST ANT FELLOWSHIP 
GATHERING: A time to get to kriow others while 
having fun. Sundays, Waysme.et, 15 Mill Road, 
7 p.m. Newcomers always welcome! 
FOOD FOR PEOPLE, NOT FOR PROFIT!!: Shop · 
the Great· Bay Food Coop for all your spring ~east 
and festival supplies. Great Food at Great Prices! 
Store hours: Tuesday & WP.dnesday, Rec. Room, 
Hubbard Hall, 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. Information: 868-
2240. 
BIBLE STUDY FOR WOMEN (ONLY): A study 
from a feminist point_ of view. Tuesday, Waysmeet, 
15 Mill Road, 7-8 p.m. 
WOMEN AND SELF-ESTEEM WORKSHOP: 
Presented by the UNH office of Health Education. 
This workshop will look at ways in which self-
esteem can be enhanced. Join us for informal 
, discussion of this important topic. Tuesday, April 
12 Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 
1ho-2:oo p.m. · 
B . .R;E.A.K (BAG IT, RELAX, EAT ANb CON-
NECT): Students who are divorced, seperated, 
or just thinking about it are invited to meet for 
s.harirtg discussion. Stop in for at least an hour; 
bring your lunch. Call 862-2647 for more infor-
mation. Every Monday, Non-Traditional Student 
Center, Pettee House, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
LMT A MEMBERSHIP: Attention LMT students! 
If you missed the meeting, you can still get your 
LMT A membership. Bring $2.00 to Hewitt Hall, 
Tuesday, April 12 or Apr:il 19, between 11 a.m. 
and 2 p.m. Someone will be collecting membership 
money in t~e atrium area. 
ROTARACT INFORMATION SESSION: For 
students interested in organizing a Rotoract group 
at UNH, a service group of young adults to be 
sponsored locally by the Durham/Great Bay Rotary 
Club. Wednesday, April 13, Grafton Room, MUB, 
12:30-1:30 p.m. 
HORSES FOR HEALING: Sponsored by NARHA 
- N.H. Network. Therapeutic Horse-back riding 
for the disabled - Physical Therapy, Occupational 
Therapy, Speech Therapy, Movement Therapy, 
.Behavioral Therapy, etc., for al! types of rehabil-
itation needs for disabled. Saturday, April 16, Barton 
Hall, 5 :30 p.m. Information: Ellen Keith, 659-
2053. 
SPRING VEG ET ARIAN DINNER: Sponsored 
by Great Bay Food Coop. Vegetarian Lasagna, garlic 
bread, tossed salad & dessert, featuring fresh pasta 
ad bread from the Ceres Bakery. Sunday, April 17, 
Stone Church, Newmarket, 6 p.m., $5. ,· 
STUDENT SPEAK OUT: Sponsored by Commun-
ication Association. An open forum for commun- , 
ication with designated speakers on Thursday, April 
28, T-Hall lawn beginning at 12:30 p.m. Speeches 
concerning issues on campus, (around 10 minute 
max) should be submitted before the speak out 
to Communication Assotiation, Room 212, Paul . 
Arts. · 
.MEETINGS 
UNH HORSEMAN'S· CLUB MANDATORY-
MEETING: Organizational meeting for the expo. 
Tuesday, April 12, Light Horse Barn Classroom, 
6~m - · 
RESUMES-1 
For a resu.me that can do the job, 
depend on Kinko's. 
kinko•s® 
• Copies • Office Supplies 
• Binding • Convenient Hours 
• Floppy Disk.5 • Resume Papers 
51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM 
868--6322 
MOVE ---------GRAD 
(continued from page 1) (continued from page 1) 
the way in which Cutter handled 
their leases. 
Grimes said being on Main 
Street wasn't exactly the best 
place fQr a fraternity and haying 
the-opportunity to move to 
Madbury Road with the other 
fraternities and sororities made 
the decision even easier. He 
hoped the new location would 
also improve their rushes. 
. Being in the TASK Center, . 
Grimes · also said Delta Chi 
would oniy have to sign one 
lease. He said that in the present 
house, Cutter mad~ them sign 
seperate leases. Gri.m~s a,aid . 
with one lease,' Delta Chi would 
save money. 
· ·The T.t\S_K; Center, Gr!mes 
said; will have some work done 
on the second floor and the 
plumbing before they move in, 
but is should be ready,for the 
fall. He said the building wil be 
leased to Delta Chi for five-year 
terms. · 
G~ngwer said• he has notified , 
the University that he will not 
· be leasing the TASK Center for 
next year and as for now: Sarah 
Seder, the Associate Director 
of TASK, said she has no idea 
where the new center will be 
located. 
The TASK Center helps stu-
dents with such things as their 
writing, study habits, and ways 
to handle stress. , 
lines." 
Walsh said, "He (Merton) 
flunked me for Magazine Writ-
ing. I didn't hand: in a piece on 
time." According; ~o Walsh, the 
course required only two stories. 
"I was devastated. I never 
forgot that," Walsh said. "It 
taught me a lesson--you've got 
to meet deadlines." 
Walsh said that UNH gave 
her the basic skills, and that 
when she left. school she was 
prepared to jump into a career. · 
"Even though Andy flunked 
me one~, he taught me a lot," 
she said. 
Walsh said that journalism 
is a challenging career, . but 
confidence grows with expe-
di_d1f t tell them I was a repor- . asked her for her age, she 
ter," she said. "If bureaucrats couldn't think of .it. 
don't~anttotalk,justgoaround "It's been copstant .phone 
them. ~- calls. I just warit 'to get back to 
Wals
1
h sai_d that by thinki~g work. I :want to get back ro 
their calls won't be returned,· \Vriti~g,'~ sh~ s~i_d. 
a lot of reporters defeat them-
selves before they even start. Walsh said that winning a 
"Sometimes you need to shoot · Pulitzer Prize has not yet af-
for the moon and go down from fected her professionally, al-
there," she said. though the furlough series has. 
Walsh said that winning the won some other awards besides 
Pulitzer was wonderful ,and the Pulitzer. "After a Pulitzer, 
overwhelming. "It's a big everything else is okay," she 
boost,". she said. However, the . ~~l4~-- ----·---
prize brings with it expecta- Walsh said she does not have 
tions. Walsh said that she has any immediate pians to do 
put a lot of pressure on herself . . anything ·different than what 
- ------ACCESS I rience; "I wondered if I could ·,. ____ 1[111 ___ 111111!1_~ work at a d~ily ," she said, adding 
Walsh said that her college she's been doing for the past 
advisor, Don Murray, advised fo·ur years--reporting for the 
her to relax. Murray, founder Eagle-Tribune. "Eventually, I'd 
of the journalism program at · like to settle at a bigger paper," 
UNH, also won a Pulitzer Prize she said.,:'Right now, I just want (continued from page ~) that she never dreamed of being at age 29. Walsh said he told her to r~lax. ____ _ _ 
that she's proved herself, and cessibility problems. 
"ACCESS helps close to 100 
people, including students who 
' are learning, physically, or even 
temporarily disabled," said Va-
chon, who is very involved with 
the program. 
ACCESS also works with the 
· faculty to figure out accomoda-
tions within the classroom, as 
well as working with tutors and 
trying different test formats for 
the students. "They try to figure 
out what might play into the 
learning style of the students, 
to add supplemental classroom 
- instruction to fit their_ learning 
style," said Lamberti. · 
· Since the name was changed 
from Handicapped Services, 
. there has been an increase in 
numbers of people with learn-
ing disabilities identifying them-
selves, said Lamberti. This is 
a definite step in the right 
direction~ -
Progress is moving yery slow-
ly, but there are positive changes 
every year. Thompson Hall is 
now totally accessible with rest 
rooms and a good elevator, as 
well as Conant Hall. · 
in her present situation. • 
"Don't defeat yourself before 
you try. Maybe it is impossible, 
but maybe not. Don't be afraid · 
to ask questions," she said. -
Walsh attributed her journal-
.. istic success to persistence, pure 
and simple. · 
"The main thing here was 
persistence," she said. "It ( the 
· series) came before eating and 
- sleeping." · 
Walsh said that she did a 50 
The positive aspects of the state phone survey on furloughs 
campus programs and environ- to get some of the information 
men,t are increasing, as the ' she needed. She also interviewed 
· numbers of peqple with learn- , a killer who had escaped from 
ing or physical disabilities at minimum security prison, al-
UNH grow every year. Finally, though the prison was unwilling 
the c_ampus 'i.s slowly becoming to have the man be interviewed. 
physically open to all students. "I just asked to talk to him; I 
now she.should just go with her Journalism is something 
instincts. · Walsh has been involved in 
Walsh has not yet relaxed. since high school. ~•1 started a 
"Your mind can't stop racing high school paper. I've always 
with the thought of raising enjoyed writing," she said. 
expectations," she said. ··f love this lob, it's wonder-
Not accustomed to being on ful," she said. "Where else could 
the receiving end of an inter- you learn all this stuff and get 
view, Walsh said that being on paid?" · 
the other side of the media fence 
has been "bizarre." It's been a Walsh admitted that doing 
week since she learned of the things like walking iqto a max-
win, and she said "it's an incred-, imum security prison and in-
ible experience. I have to watch terviewing prisoners wasn't 
my words." e~;:,1cdy oor_~~l. 
After a week-long blitz by 
television, radio, newspapers, 
and wire services, Walsh said 
'Tin exhausted." She said when 
theAsso~iated Press cal!~ and 
"Reporters are a different 
breed--a little crazy," she said. 
"Anyone who knows me would 
say, 'Yeah,she'scrazy!"' 
--..-----------11111111111111- .DEBATE------------~ 
and the "rights that have been 
taken away from us and more 
rules enforced,'' and how the 
SBP could affect the decision-
making process. 
Gould said that all the major 
is~ues must , at least, be ad-
. dressed and the role of students 
increased. He included diversity, 
· Fresh Start, greek involvement 
in standfng committees, and 
homecoming. . 
Vice presidential candidate 
Christine Pariseau stressed that 
there were no priorities other 
than student involvement and 
everyday interaction between 
student lf!aders and students.· · 
_ (continued from page 1) 
Though there were no clear would be more audience invol- and!. guess you have to expect 
standouts, the debate gave more vement but said "the debate was · that. . 
of the student body a chance to successful overall." But he reconciled that fact by· 
see the candidates and hear their He continued, "I wish there saying, "I think it' is a lot better 
presentations in a structured could be more one-on-one de- to personally talk to the can-
environment. bate between presidential can.. didates and that way they can 
Steve 'Roderick, the head of didates." get a better understanding of 
the election committee, ex- Aley offered the criticism, the person." 
pressed his hopes ,that there _ .. _"We just plain ran out of ·time _ 
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Hyperbaric 
chamber 
is •·. a life saver· 
By Amanda L. Waterfield water. -At this high level of 
, Since March, 1984, the UNH pressure, ga~ bubbles shrink and 
Hyperbaric Ch.amber has been are capable of. being safely 
used·to· save the lives of .more absorbed by the victim's body. 
than 50 p~~ple suffe~ from Then the pressure is slowly 
scuba diving related ailments, _decreased.:. '-th_e _equiv'alent of 
as well as victims (both inten- asce-nding. A bends case can take 
tional and accidental) of carbon up to six hours to treat,Kintzing 
· 111onoxide · poisoning, according said. "You sit with them, t!'!ke 
to Paul Lavoi~, director of the· their vital signs, talk. It's 1~ 
·I:frperbaric Center. and boring," Kintzing said, 
Diving accideffts happen · adding that air embolism cases 
when'1r diver fails to ascend at r~quire even higher pressure 
a proper rate. Rapi.ei~f'-~SUre (equivalent to a depth c;,f 165 
c4anges most often result in air feet) and more time to treat. 
em.bolism ( air bubbles iri the Carbon monoxide cases ·us-
blood stream which can have u·ally take .ar,ound two-and-a-
stroke-like effe<;:ts), or decom.- half-hours tci..tre.a_t.,..Kintzing 
press'ion sickness (better known said the victims look and act ~ 
c;1~~the bends), where nitrogen: dead. "It's arq.azing to see people 
forms into bubbles in frc blood . wak~ up!" she said. 
steam and botl~-~'.leS. Kintzing said that the big 
The hype1!)~c chamber is Boston hospitals have sent up 
us~d to sim,ulate a diving seemingly hopeless ca~es, and 
environment-~returning the then fater called to find out 
victim to. a high pressure situa- -wher.~ .to pick up the body. 
tion, shrinking the gas bubbles, "~hat body?! They're fine!" she 
and then slowly returning him _p ~~cl ___ .. . . --- . - ~ ~-. · _ . . _ 
or her to a normal environment. ·· The hyperbanc chamf>et aas 
Eiz Kintzing; Lavoie's assist- an excellent _success record. Of 
ant, said that UNff is a good the appr~x1mately. 70 treat-
site for a hyperbarin:hamber m~nt~ wh1~h have been done, 
"be.cause of all the d'iving we Kmtzmg said that only two have 
do here." She said that UNH not-been successful. Those two 
certifies a la-rge number of victims·: were pretty much dead 
students as divers. before t_hey even got to · the 
·-·we cthought that fr Was chaffiber..she said, . . 
· necessary to have a chamber !ri ._. ~:Most _p~o~le ~a~e ~.P w~de /t 
the area," she said. "We always they are ms1Jle ilirth~~.i 
thought we could go to the one being treated, she said._ Som'e 
at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, cases ·take more than one treat-
then th~y -stopped treating ment t~. be s~cc~~sful. . . , 
civilians-." .,. , . 1r,. · ., Lavoie said; In one d1v1ng 
The lJ NH · h ycp ·er bar i c"' case a g1;1y came _up t'oo fast_ after 
chamber serves the area ranging · a 15 ·mrnute d1ye. We did ~ 1 
· from Norwalk, Ct., all the way treatme~ts on h1~, and he still 
nordrto the Canadian border walks with the aid of a cane. It 
and west through Vermont: change~ his ~hole life.'·' . . . . 
according to Kintzing. . Lavoie said that ~hat_ sor~. ?f 
Kintzing said that th.e a case was- no_t s~t1sfymg •?, 
chamber has recently inm;ased .terms of not bnngmg h1.n:i back, _ 
its services by becoming_ avail'- hl;lt that other cases d\d lean 
able for hyperbaric oxygen to~ards t?e other extre~e. . 
(HBO) treatment to people who Our ftrst carbo_n mo~ox1de 
~r_equire it on a non-emergency case was a g_uy f~om Boston who 
basis. Patients who are referred - fell asleep m h1~ room and set 
by a l,hysicia~, ~re treated in his bed on fire. He was ,over-, 
the chamber for such problems com_e by the s~oke. He reco-
a frostbite, burns, gangrene, and SA VE, page 8 
skin grafts, or any siinilar thing 
which reqires excess oxygen. · 
Kintzing said that the 
chamber can also be used to treat "· 
brain _and spinal cord injuries 
-where swelling is involved. "We . 
haxtn't done any of that yet, but 
we've talked abo:ut it," she said; 
Kintzing said, "Cal'bQ.n mon-
. oxide . poisoning i:s oui.-t:1ig1~·esr 
guest list," making up about half 
of the cases treated so far. · 
"A lot of cases we got for 
carbon monoxide poisonings·•. 
are referrals from Boston hos-, 
-_Ritals. When· ihey_cfon't know 
what_ to do, they send them lip 
here. ft's like witchcraft," she 
said. . .. · . 
The chamber' is located i'h 
Putnam Pavillion, on the out-
skirts of campus, between Bat-
ton Hall and the-UNH green-
houses. "It's a big (about 20 x 
8 feet) tank," Kint zing said. She 
. -~id people are_ transfer~ed in . 
and,out ·of the steel chamber 
thro~na two-lock system. 
In a treatment, the patie·• 
and the people working on them 
are subjected to high pressure, 
similar to that .of the ocean. ''It's 
just ljke going underv;:ater, but 
you' te dry," . Kintzing said.· . 
In a bends case, the pressure 
C--within the chamber is brought 
to a level-similar to the pressure 
· of being . under 60 feet of oc_e~_f! _ 
- . 
· There's radon in them thar rocks, which gets 'into th~tthar w;ter. (file photo) 
Radon pl~ntiful in ·NH water 
By Ted McKey maximum amount of radon never been obtained. 
Our world is filled with pit- allowable in the water. That is not to say, however, 
·falls, some not <!S obvious as This rou~dabout approach to that the EPA does not know if 
others. One of those pitfalls is, determining allowances is due ther~ is actually an.ythi~ vu-on£ 
radon. Now;y61i can avoid the -to _ _the fact that although an · with the water: While it is not 
stuff but only as long as yOu estirtlatecf 5,00(ho 20,0QQ,.d~. the onry-~source otradon· in 
don't drink water. At all. Or, from lung cancer are attri6u- private homes, it is a kriown fact 
• atleast, not around New Hamp- table to the presence of radon that there is radon in the water 
shire. in private homes, direct evi-• - and that th«:_ amounts are hi~h 
. Most of New Hampshire.gets dence of people contracting lung RA DON, page 9 
its drinking water from the cancer from that radon has 
cracks and crevices in the state's ..-----~------------------
bedrof~ _granite, which also 
contajns small amounts of ur-
anium . 
. When people pump water up· 
from that :Ogranite the water is· 
usually contaminated with var-
yii;ig amounts o~ radon. T~king 
a shower, washrng the dishes, 
just running the faucet then 
releases that r~don in a gaseous · 
form which,when breathed over 
_£tong peri~d.-o'f time, ca1,1ses 
lung cancer. . . . 
Knowing that people Just 
can't live without water, the 
Environmental Protection· A:gen., 
cy (EPA) has decided that 
someone should research how 
to best remove radon from 
public driqking water. They 
chose Assistant Professor Nan-
. cy E: Kin'ner -0£,UNff-s----t-+vtt' 
Engineering department. 
One aspect of Prof. Kinner's 
research is to figure out just how 
_ much radon can effectively-be 
. removed in order for- the EPA 
to determine what is a practical 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
· THEATER.&~E 
MOTHER COURAGE 
AND HER CHILDREN 
"A CHRONICLE OF TIIE-TIIIRTY YEARS WAR'.' . 
Evening Performances: 
April 22~ 23, 27, 28, 29, 30 
at 8:00 r.M. -. ~ 
Morning Performance: , 
April 27 at 10:30 A.M. 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
Durham -
General: $6.00 
UNH students/ employees, 
alumni and seniors: $5.00 
,. 
New England Center Restaurant 
Dinner Theater Package 
Reserva.tions: 862-2290 
by Bertoli Brecht 
directed by Tony Kushner , 
PAGE EIGHT 
· Word Processing • rryping • Transcription 
Durham, New· Hampshire . 
Ctl TtC gAc;PtPtNc; 
s~ rt W$/J p~:o~c;~ . 
~ ~ 
Box 113. Rout_e 302. Center Conway. N- Hampshi;. 03813 • 603-447-2177 · 
Errol, New Hampahire • Box 113, c.m.r Conway. N.H. 03813 • .803-447-2177 
· Pregnant? .· ,· 
-~eed Help-? -• ~- '. ,~, 
: Seacoast 
. Crisis Pregnancy Center 
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL . . 
-pregnancy testing . , 
·-couns~lling &·infotmaeion · C'l>-,c,,e· '' 
·-practical support -$ e · 
HOTLINE 749-4441 · 
-·sTOP IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE AND 
EN.TER OUR DRAWING FOR A lOK GOLD -
JI RTQI RVED RING!! 
DRAWING-TO BE HELD APRIL 15th 
. ' . one -womens nng . , . one men s _ nng 
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. . ~ ... , ......................... ~ ........ , .... ~ .. ,, .. I 
LEARN~ . I Sturdy, Stackable Natural Pme 1:--~ADC?_N . .. 
BARTENDING I Bookshelves I (contmuedfrompage7) _ 
EARN EXTRA INCOME OR- . I Now Only $39.95 1 =~~~t~~i~~t'ti~~~nicover 'land ·a good summerJ·ob ~- ' . ' . I.ISL Pncc$!'>9.!'-~ . , ..... ·:, .. ! A~ter testing the water at • . . . . . . ~ :;:_. :~:-:'; ~{: >~\:1~~~om~s. ~ I J -r'- ~J;fJ'.1)·,_ ~ locat10ns such as Derry and Mt. 
. • ~ .,1 Bt ,1s ( m ST< >R,\u: _- . _.. _ lg .;·.-~, .;. ,: -:l ~ Ve~non revealed radon amounts 
GET PROFESSIONAL.TRAINING _AT ~ 11ti,hif:h'l11ali1,.11a111ra111 .. ot1 1-...- ~-~ ,- _j{O:' \11!\\IJJj~j..V_j·I ~ whi_ch vastly ~xceeded t~e ca- _ 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 1rs ~ :::·.:\::~•.~·:.:'.,;:_·~::.~·.·,'.~;';'.'i,:::j:::ur ); ~.rh ,1,> j In ·-=-_J ,,' ! p~city of ea~lter water filters, 
EASY AND Fu' N ' TEL (603) 659- 3718 ~ 11 11 • p1i«· \Clll wnuh~ ,·xp,·,·t to (la\ r·-~~1 ~~~--~ -- 1%1:,J Pf ):,;ijl . ~ Kmner re~l_1ze~ that·pew me-' .. , • . ~ ,,., pb,1 i.- : .-:!-' --- .- -· -- ·•~~"~~·'\ ~ I I thods of filtermg would have 
MASTER ~ ·· __ ~.r,fl.'.~J~-fi--·- -- 1 i to be devised. Several methods 
CALL BARTENDER · SCHOOL . I . s I.\I:\ 1 i: l'Al1\T IL · · ' : ~~_::- _ 1~· Q ~-~ _ _ . . - - - ,! ~ ~ave been tested ~n local drink-
OR WRITE · i oR u.\\T 1r .-\I.ONE! ~ ~1 l .1 i~ mg water supplies and some . • ............................................... ,uu ~ ~ . ~ F~:-J _I '' h A\ f I ~oo;AV 84 Main Street I hl' h,·aut, nf1h,· 11a111ral pilll' -;:-j . !, ;:._:.., _ _ "1,~---~ J I ' ~ ave proven more SUC\..ess u 
. I "'' . Newmarket N.u. 03857 I '"·'"'",.'"'···~ '!')~-:ltl~,1-lt(':li i th~n~'1:.:::~·hod which work~d 
• ' ~ SF I I I' l' I' I:\ Sl·:(oN l>S... ' '. : . --1 ("_ ' l' . , -- ~ well was not 01;1ly simphsuc m 
· ~ \\'I 111m T mo1.s ~ .~ ->ii ------ ~ :--· I nature b~t also mvolved the use 
' ' ' ' ~~ "" lnn l,. S(l('\\S or g-lui· l'l''(llin·d. ~ - ---- · ' ' -:;:.>· ~ of very simple components. The 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦• .Ju,1 t;1kt· i i 0111 of its c.11"1011. · ~ · - II'!! • } d }" h } d'f · . , . . ' liild the ,id,·s out and 1h<' shdws . ~ -- / . . · ~ system. inVO Ve a S ig t y i -i CAMP n~, 7T1I · 1 '"" '''""' "'" '"'" "''"'· ~- .· .~< · i t::e~\:r~:t~~t~r:;':;~'i}I !~d 
: F Q R B ~ Y ~ I /r:) s~~~~~~!M... i :~~ks ;f,~i;g.~7i .%•;~~; :~d 
♦ ----------- ~ , , . INTERLOCKING . ~ a length-of thin PVC tubing ♦ ~ ·1 ;;- ~ punctured with a thu~tack.-
♦ ~ ' .. , ... , .. .. ,., ':,:;::,:,::·:."-- You can create your own wall svstem ~ To be able to use this sort of 
♦• ·~~ t·~-='-_.:_:,.._: ._· :.~1· by stacking and interlocking eac't1 u.nit. ~~ 'I.ow-technology_' all t,he time 
, Dimensions: 28"w x 11 1H'd '<- 36 11:/'h d ♦ COUNSELOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE S 1 ~ wou~d be _an eng!n~en rea~ 
♦ ~ . ,-~ . \ll,lwh,""'l":::::·'.::.:I.',,':~ .. ,,.. .. ~ but 10 t~is case _1t lS, unfort1: 
: Staff needed to teilch: I · •'···"" ···" ,.,,., ... ...  , i ~i~=~;~'::f~~!~~~s~fu,t;'::ir~ 
· : *TENNIS* ~ AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF . ~ ~he high levels ?f radon. found 
♦ *SAILING* ~-NEW HAMPSHIRE BOOKSTORE H . H II A service of ~ m some areas as it does_ with the ♦ ~ . ew1H a ~~ lower levels found m other 
♦ *SWIMMING* ~ · . . ~ areas. Th~refore, Prof. Kinner . 
♦ *LAND SPORTS* ~ u.1NC. ~ must contmue her research: 
♦ _But th~~ some~inswhkh 
♦ ♦ : · ~• · = · Kinner really doesn_ t mi?d; she 
. •• . Call or write for brochure: ♦ · . . Tell· som· eo· ne y' o· LJ loves the water, as is ev!denced 
· • ♦ ..... __.ie by the photographs, pictures, 
: 29 Somerset Ave. ~-·1t1·. : ~:\U~--- · · diagrams, and models of sailing 
♦ Bernardsville, N.J. 07924 g ♦ ~ · care in ships positioned around her 
t (201) 221-1558 t 'The New· Hampshire of~f~n~r's love of .sailing in-
♦ ------------=-==-=_,...=-=--=------ ♦ tersected her acad~mic·research •♦ ON LA ·KE WINN Ip ESAU KEE ♦ _ f . ~hen,duringthesummerofher 








Where you can tour the coun-
try and retrace the paths 
taken by your anceE\t<?rs over 
the past 4,000 years. Pursue 
study opportunities you never 
dreamed existoo while you have 
more fun than you ever thought • 
possible. ~rk the land and make it 
bloom once again as you help ~lebrate 
the 40th anniversary of its rebirth. 
ISRAEL PROGRAM CENTER 
515 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022 
(212) 750-7773 
I'm interested in · your programs to Israel 
Please send me further information on youi 
· D Summer Programs 
D · Sherut La'am Peace Corp type 
6 month and 1 · year program 
------ • ------•---~ -- r ___ ._._ • ---
Name ____________ ~----1 
, I 
Address---'-------------; 
CitY------•-- State..__· __ ..-Zip. __ _ 
·School _____________ _ 
ticipated in a Shoals Marine 
Laboratory program which con-
sisted of marine studies and 
actual sea-tim<:! aboard the 125 
ft. schooner R/V Westward. 
The connections Kinner estab-
lished during this program led 
to her ~first research project in 
wateF and contaminants. 
Since then,. Prof. Kinner has 
involved herself in the -fields 
she most enjoys--chemistry and 
biology--in her environmental 
engineering studies. She loves 
what she's doing and-what she 
likes most about her research 
is its prae:tica,l applications. "It's 
challenging," Kinner said. "It's 
wonderful to be able to work 
on something like the radon 
problem for which we can 
actually find a solution." 
~CAREERS~ 
· (continued from page 3) : 
advice. 
"It was a different perspec-
tive," said Cindy Elliott, a UNH 
senior, comparing Alpert's talk 
with much of the information 
she receives in her career plan-
ning class. She found Alpert to 
be very informative and was 
encouraged to hear him pro-
mote individualism among ap-
plicants. · 
Alpert's talk was videotaped 
by David Holmes of Career 
Planning and Placement who 
said the tap~ is available for , 
viewing any time at the office: 
_Also available, added Holmes, 
is a tape made earlier this 
semester of guest speaker Jack 
'Falvey, author of After College-
-The Busin(!SS of Getting Jobs. 
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SENIOR SCOOP --
Seniors ... 
Get ready to take part in the "challenge." Make your pledge next week. 
Just drop off your purple pledge card in the box at MUB info ... we'll bill 
· you later! . . r:: 
The PHONE-A-THON starts Sund'!y, Monday and Tuesday IIIP,ili:;..-
Jrom 5pm- 8pm_. 
Tuesday April 12th 
~ Australian ~igbt at Benj~mim where "Seniors go Down .Under." 
fi1:.ednesday Night · April 13th 
Wedne1day Wildcat Pizza Pigout for Seniors .. 
Show your '88 s#cker for 88 slices_ of pizza. , 
Main St., Durham 
Time is ticking til Graduation ... 
come BEAT THE CLOCK at Glory Daze with our class from 
. 7P~ til ?? 
. fl 
Friday Night April 15th . 
_ Gourmet Dinner-for those of you lucky enQugh to get tickets! 6-12pm 
Monday _ April 18th 
Monday Mexican Madness for Seniors at Glory Daze , 
Main St, Durham (the old Ca.tnip) 
Tuesday _ Apri_l 19th 
senior Night at.Nick's with Savoy Truffle 






~ '.,, -· ... - --........................................ , ._ 
i What do REAL FRIENDS do? i 
' ♦ ♦ 




1PICTURE PERSONALS in -• ♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
i The New Hampshire ·• ! 
♦ ♦ 
. ♦ ♦ 
♦ ,-~------~---~----------------- ♦ _ , I , • , , I ♦ .1 . - - . , I . - ,_ - : I .- ♦ 
♦ 1· · I ,- · ·· · ♦ 





· _ : ·· D~g the Shades! -, • 
• :r- ,_- L ' •-- : 'I· I . _ UV, US. . I _ - ♦ 
'♦ . - '/JI I · ♦ -♦ f- ,, - I ♦ 
♦ I . . _ I - . •- . - - . I . · •♦ ♦ , , ____________ J__________________ ♦ 
♦♦ , ♦ - ♦ 
♦ -♦ i Whatever · the occasi?n, i. 
: you can surprise _a· friend t' 
♦ ♦ 
i with a Picture Person'al in · i 
♦ ♦ 
: The New Hampshire : i , , , ♦.' 
: for Only $10.00. : 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: · Stop by room 1 lOB : 
: in the MUB i 
i ·' . Mon. "'. Fri. 10~3 . i 
~ ... ~ .... -... ;-......... ~ ............. .:..•:' 
N 
lable at the 
t Office & 
Door 
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-I . ac;ademic year. The following -· 1 
~ · · 2 - News Editors · . 
f .· 2 - Sports Editors 
I · · 2 - Photo _Editors . . . . l 
I 2 - Graphics Managers · :l 
~. . 1_ - Managirt~ .Editor . I .... 
~ . . l ~ Forum Editor ; . · .. . . . I 
I · . 1 - Arts and Entertainment I 
I • . Editor . . . . I · · · · .
. ~ • . 1- - News 1n Bnef Ed·1tor .· · l 
.. I . 1 - On The Spot Editor I 
' j , WefiWWWf¼Y1.\l i•\lW!mMMW¼f#l :ti4it¥t+Jt't\• !~tf%(Wfaiiffi ' I 




I . I . 
I 
I ·rake t h8 plungel 
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··•• ..... M'OND& ROSE 
·--· .. --*---*********************-***** ****************** 
_ _ WEhll2Y t/Af:1f:1QNT) 
*STUDENT SENATE [2] -
' ' \, 
LPHA CH:I: OMEGA 1 
FLJ COl.JNC :I: L 
~AT :I: ONAL COL LEG :I: A1E GREEK-MER :I: T 
AWARDS MEMBER EI-Y THE l.JN XTEC> STATES 
ACHE·J:VEMENT ACAOEM-Y -
~OMMXTTEE ON CENTRAL 
AMER':I:CA -
-~EGATE TO STATE CQNVENT:J:.C>N -
*ACAC>EMX' C AFFAIRS QOLINC:I:.L 
~C>-FOLJNc;:>ER FORMER PRES XOENT LINH -
- DEBATE SQCX.ETX · 
i(~RESXDENT PI GAMMA MLJ HC>NQR 
SC>C:I:E-Y--Y 
*WASH X NGTC>N CENTER AQM rse XQNS 
C>FFJ:QEB -
~~dCESffic APADEMX.Q AXJ? ANP :ru:rcn-t 
~ 
~ ,__ . . 
1
' ~~ 1 \{ t ;' ;: -1 :, : ~- ~ •: •~ ~-r p: :· ~• i• i} ~:, :• • t. :· • \J i,. ~7: ~ ! 
\f ~; J~ :~; I'",. ~ ¢~ • i. ~: d l q. } :, i · h 




I/you're receiving your degree in 1988, you can start · 
exploring career opportunities with State Street Bank 
and Trust Company now. Already the nation's largest 
mutual fund custodian and master trustee, our con-
tinued expansion in those areas and in global' custody 
· operations creates exciting entry-level career openings 
for graduates ready ta demonstrate a high degree of 
commitment to quality. 
Account Controllers/ 
Portfolio Accountants 
As an Account Controller, you '11 join the team of-t-he 
largest Mutual Fund Custodian in the nation; you '11 
work directly with Money Managas and be resp<;>nsible 
for controlling and administering the portfolio,~s assets, 
liabilities and income. As a Portfolio Accoupfant, you 'II 
work with Investment Advisors to contro(pension and_ 
endowment fund portfolios for the nation-' s largest 
Master Trustee. Within our Global Custody Division, 
Portfolio Accountants· work with domestic and interna-
tional dients investing in global securities and com-
municating with worldwide sub-custod_ian banks and 
clients. · · · 
Successful candidates will be detail-oriented with strong 
communication and organimtional skills, possess a solid' 
understanding of accounting principles and preferably 
hold a Bachelor's degree in a business discipline and 
have equivalent experience. _ 
Apply now and establish a..working relationship 
with State Street You'll enjoy top pay and ex-
cellent benefits like in-house advancement train-
ing. Send -your resume to the attention of Robyn 
Zimmer or Jane West Wilson, 1776 Heritage Drive,. 
North Quincy, MA 02171~ State Street is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 
Join our Portsmouth 
. class.fqr the June GMAT. 
Classeiatart on 4/16. 
603-641-EXAM · 
SUMMD WODSTODY POSfflON 
Learn. valuable office sk.ills and how an off.ice 'operates·, w'hi~h- is:~~cessary for almost any 
job when you graduate. -
. ' 
Work in the air conditioned, pleasant atmosphere of Complex 
Systems Research Center in the new Science and En~ineering Research Building. 
We are looking for someo ne wh_o wants to work 371/2 hours a week or less. We are very 
fleHble . This job can be split !-IP between two people. The hours are about 9-5 and pay 
is $5.00 an hour. - -
You' need to be able to type accurately, answer the phone,,run errands and photocopy. You 
can also learn word processing skills on the job. · 
/ 
If you a_~e interested, and have summer workstudy money, call Maureen at 862-2172 
For more information: please call 16031547-2333 or send in this coupon to! 
Dr. Rorlald E. Baptiste, Director, PASS + Inc. -
Rte. 47 North -: •. Francestown, N.H. 03043 
Name: ___________________ _ 
Address: ----:------------------City _______ ...._ State: _____ __.. Zip-: ___ _ 
Please check the scholarship -packet you prefer:, 
Undergraduate r I Graduate r I 
· · .Jlf:./}1'!1 Let our compuren 
DA~ - ·,, do the worrying. ' c.n.o.o. I NC.' ' Am,,ona/ Academic Search Service lJ .N H 
Three Stereos for 
the Price of 1.3 
We don't have to tell you about the advantages of a personal stereo-- the Sony Walkman® 
and others have made FM stereo, audio cassettes, and even the digital clarity of compact 
disc portable and economical.. But the "personal" in personal stereo is good news and bad 
news. You can listen without bothering the rest of the world (or the world bothering you), 
but until rec;ently it'~ been .. impossible to share the sounds. If you wanted portable music 
for picnics or tailgate parties you had to go out .and buy a "blaster" (for a bit more than 
you paid for...your Walkman), and if you wanted decent sound back at the dorm you were 
in for some re~l expense. 
Introducing Speakerack™ by Galax; 
It starts with a pair of fully portable ; 
amplified d~amic speakers that 
pump out more_ clean sound than 
you'd believe. Plug them into your 
personal stereo, separate 
the speakers and you've 
got .a dorm full of sound. 
Snap thein onto their_ thermoplastic framework _ 
· and you've got a "blaster" complete with carrying strap and a place for your stereo. 
We're the Campus Connection~'and w~'think ·electronic equipment-costs too much. By 1• 
the time it's gone from the manufacturer to a trading company to the distributor to 
the wholesaler to the store .... everybody has some of your money except you. Our solution 
is cut out most of the distribution networ~ so we can afford to sell the SpeakerJck for $~9. 
We're so excitt?d about the sound of these speakers we guarantee you'll love the sound or 
your money back-.-no,:questions asked . 
.. Please send me _Speakerack ™ amplified 
speaker system(s) for $39 each. Name ________________ _ 
Address -----------------City/State/Zip __________ _ 
Telephone# ( - ) ________ _ 
□ Payment enclosed 
□ MastefC~rd card # _________ exp_ 
□ Visa- signature . - · -
.Califomia residents add sates tax. AHow 4-6_ weeks for shipping., 
Full refund If retumed within 30 days. , - · · 
the Campus Connection Dept. NHR9 
10573 West Pico Btvd.•Suite 21() Los ~les, CA 90064 
the Campus . 
· Connection 
the mail order student store 
Dept. NHR9 • 10573 West Pico Blvd. 
Suite 210 • Los ·Angeles, CA 90064 
c 1988 Electronics Trading Company. "the Campus ~ion.· "the maa Otder studenutore. • and "Speakerack" are· trademarlcs of Elec:tronics Trading (?cmpany . 




·Pre-approved credit &~O cash back. 
Tempo 
If you've rec-eived or will receive your bachelor's degree 
from a 4-yearcollege, m graduate degree from an accredited 
institution between October 1, 1987 andJanuarv 3C 1989, vou 
· can qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. . 
\Ve can give you pre-approved credit through Ford Credit 
and $400 cash-back that can bi used as a down payment on ~bur 
new Ford. Onlv if vou buv one of the new Ford cars or trncks 
listed below and onlv if YOU take deliverv bv December 31, 1988. 
Ask vour dealer abmit other retail incentive·s which mav be 
available, too. . 
· For more information, call this toll-free number: 
1-800-321-1536. Or see your New E nglarid Ford Dealer today. 
LIi: ij~ ... 
/ . . " \ I C=~ ... -  
. /~ ... ........ _ 
/ ~ .:.~.· ···•· .··a: . __..... . ,,.. ", ' . : 
r ~~ • • -~ 
, 
Escort GT Escort 
. - · lit:z-
- . ! . . . .._,,,,,,,., .. .f 
Mustang Taurus 
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ft Ooyou _ha·ve whatwe are looking tot? . . . . _. . . 
. U · Come find out and let us be the judge• l 
l . . . L 
._i_._··•:·n between 1 O a. m _ . 2 p. m. . . 
U .~ e the first 50 receive FREE T-shirts - . 
~ • register to win 1 o · FREE tanning visits., courtesy 
U or -The Franklin Fitness Center · 1 · · · • meet the College Cal_endars staff 
WE WANT YOU- NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI · .L . ' . . . 1/ 
:n_ · . . · . _ . · . ·. · · . • . · . ·.. .·. . · · . ..·._:.n _ 
U · · - · . , -··U 
,1· MAKE MONEY ..... ~:.·· STARTA MODELING. CAREER. ...... '..ME~!. PEOPLE~- . 
-~ All photo ses.s,i.ons wi11 take place\at The Franklil'l i. ·~ 
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JUSt say no, again 
UNH students will be asked next weelt--
if they want a new recreational sports 
facility, but more importantly if they want 
to pay for -it. No, we should _not agree to 
pay an extra $40 per year to build spiffy 
tecreati®al_gyms that we don't need. 
The campus:\viae r:;f~;e~dum will be 
held during the Student -Body Presidential 
election on Tuesday and Wednesday. -:':_· 
Leaders in the student senate estimate -
the cost of the facility to be $3-million. Sabra 
·Clarke, student body vice president, said 
the administration has provided $15,000 
of that for a feasibility study. The senators 
ate looking for _ another $500,000 to 
$700,000 from alumni :ionatfons, according 
to Clarke. The UNH student body is 
expected to pay the remaining $2.2 million 
or so out of their own. pockets for years. 
Despite the steep price tag, it may be 
hard to say no to the new facility. The ad 
hoc committee of the senate has worked 
long and hard~ and have come up with an 
attractive proposal for the physical plant. 
They say the plans include three indoor 
all-purpose courts,_ running track, racquet-
ball courts, aerobics and weight rooms, and 
me.n's and women's locker rooms. 
. However tempting the new facility may 
be, it is not what we heed. The field house 
is being renovated, perhaps not to eve-
ryone's complete satisfaction, but at least 
to provide fundamental facilities for 
students. 
There are other aspects of UNH that 
_are lacking in the fundamentals; academics, 
housing, parking, to name a few. The· 
student senate should not be spending any · 
· Sena.re. supports- The New _as to how much we've a,comp-
of students' money on buildings. Buildings 
should be paid for by the state. 
Student senate should _spend its efforts 
on s-tudent programs and ~ervices, rather 
than the physical plant. Programs like 
Freshmen Camp, Fresh Start, and other 
student activities cah be expanded rather 
quickly to serve students now or in the near 
future, whereas mnstructing buildings takes 
ti:me, and are seldom used by the classes 
who paid for them. _ 
The students, through the student senate, 
have . a.11 ready said "no'' to funding 
additional recreational gyms when Pres-
ident Haaland asked for student funds last 
semester. While the :..request for money for 
the new recreational faciiity comes from 
a different source, our answer is still the 
sa1:11e: No thank you. · 
Please 
.Hampshire, but I wish I could lished this year. It ·will be up to , 
say that the reverse is true. In the next adminis1tration to see ! 
f;ig, The New Hampshire has that this hard work does not to o,....-.,....,r/"'r/'..-.r"ll""INWYiMWY.MNW .... ,._._._.._._M'JVU1.J11,,A,JIJAL.1U~ 
. explain 
even contributed to one of the to waste . 
Julie Stickler 
Student Senator · 
problems stated m the editorial: 
lack of communication to the . 
student body about Senate ac-
To the Editor: rivities. · Editor's Note: The New Hamp-
It has been almost a month, 'Last semester the Senate shire believes the March 8 
WRITE LET.TERS 
. . 
and I am still waiting for some- · approached The New Hamp- editorial was self-explanatory. 
one at The New Hampshire to shire about getting space for a Ms. Stickler obviously holds 
explain the unprovoked attack weekly Senate Update on bills different opinions, which is her 
on the Student Senate in the and important votes. The ·New right, just as it is our right to 
March 8 editorial "Student . H~mpshire refused us space, hold, and publish, our opinions. 
Senate is a club." As a Student said that they would cover any However., we would like to 
Senator who was elected to votes that were "news" and if clarify to Ms. Stickler that 
SERXE m.,x dorm, I took offen~e we wanted to do a weeldy update advertising space is always , .... ,.,,,,.,l.,IIJ~ll,,A~JUuu...,.._"-".JVLJ1.J'-"-~~.AJ1uu111..A.AA.AJ1uu1.A.AA__._.~ 
at the attitucleotttie author. they would let us buy space at available to the student senate 
The Senate is not exclusive, the curren~ advertising rates. at 40 percent off, just as it is to 
th~ meetings ~re open to all who Considering that The New 'MUSO, SCOPE, WUNH, Cool-
wish to attend. One does not _ Hampshire spends at least a Aid, etc. Just because we are a ..-------~---------/------•--
have to be a Senator to work ·quarter of a page every issue student newspaper doesn't 
with one of the councilor to stop begging people to write for and mean we are obligated to pro-
by the office to shoot the breeze read the.paper, one would think · vide free P.R. Ms. Stickler is also 
or ask questions. that they could spare equal space drastically wrong in her esti-
The New;H@mpshire 
As for the attac~ on Warner as a public service to the student mation of the SAF dollars 
Jones, I have beeni"triple_ssed body. · allocated to The New Hamp- _ 
with his and Sabra Clarke's GrantedtheStudent§enate shire. It is approximately 
1
JOANNEMARINO, ManagingEditor ROBERTC.DURLING,ManagingEditor 
presidency. I.hope that the next is_ not perfect, but we work hard7' $13,000. Also, Ms. Stickler must BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor JAY KUMAR_, News Editor 
people to sit in their office work keep long hours, don't get paid, · misunderstand the adversarial MARKT BABCOCK 11, _Sports Editor CHARLES J. McCUE Jr., Sports Editor 
as hard at the J·ob as they do. _ and generally get no recognition nature of the relationship that - PETER TAMPOSI, Photo Editor. · ADDIE HOLMGREN, Photo Editor 
f h h 
· h SUSAN FLYNN, Forum ~~:litor _ ARTHUR UZIE, Arts Editor 
As far as being representative or our accomplishments. Stu- t e press as wit gov~rnment. 
f d h b h
. TV It's called the First Amendment. · KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager 
o the student body, the Senators ents ave een watc mg PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager 
were recently polled as to how for too long, they expect prob.. AdNrlllil•Auoc:IIIIN ProductlonAN1a1an1a Susan.Smith 
they- mought their constituants lems to ~edsolfved by the end of So-rr· y· _ g:g~~a~~e~~oe ~~~~inS~~1sset - t?~8fh~~o"ndish 
would respond to a.Pulse s-grve_y. .. %_... • 01~er:10 o _ time, be it a_ half 
Parke Madden Staff lleDonln Amanda Waterfield 
Th 1 h 
111S~.g~r .._
0 
1 Mat 8uelnw lllgr. Pamela OeKoning Alta Rl(Miilra - -
e resu ts were uncanny iff ~ v sn w or, a . ._stn.g _<:! Linda Logan Chistopher Pollet Ric Dube 
their accuracy in many areas. academic year. Re?,1 problems To the Editor: =a:?· Mary Tamer - ~~~~~~a~leeson 
And then there was the crack take a long time to work out. I am writing you to clarify my AutCln:ulllllonllgr. . =u~ PatrikJonsson 
about "Monopoly money" that It to?'k: us years to get the comment which appeared in your g~:/= ~~~~eg~~~~s ~!~~ ~~r;:;ra"~~n _ 
;vve·are given to play with in the fundrn~ for _ t~e. Fi~ld House column, "On the Spot"_this week. ~1f~
1
~::~~ria ~~~a8:~~~~~man ==---
form of the Student Activity Fee. renovat10ns, and 1t will be a few In retrospect I find my choice of Christine O'Connor Beth Goddard Scott Bemiss _ · 
W 11 
"f · month b f th R · the work "geek" -inappropriate. I Gl'IIPlllc.......,.. Curtis Graves William Blackburn e , i my memory serves, we , .. S e ore e ec gym is h f Debbie Bellavance Mark Grundstrom Richard D'Avolio 
~oted UNANIMOUSLY to al- worked out. The Wildcatessan ave great respect or the amount Marjorie Otterson Sharon Heller Jason Doris of time and energy Senate members G~ ANlelanb Robin Hooker Ed Flahl!rty · 
· locate about $11.8, 194 of our was a good two years in the spend tryi.ng to solve student Denise Bolduc Peter Katz ward D. Fraser 
1ffinnymoneytothe-.New_Bamp- ~aking. Don't look just at the problems. I would hope that in the t«:r?~Y~~hri
st0
" ~~~~~!~ngsbury · ~g~:;i/e~1~~ 
shirefor their annual budget. hst of completed projects when future the Senate will concentrate ~i:~cJ:~~yerald ro~~d!0J:~a:r . ~:~~~e:obeleff 
• You shouldn't bite the hand that you judge this year's Senate, but more on solvable student problems, Darcy LeBrun Joanne Marino C........ . 
feeds you. If we had cut your look also at the groundwork that rather than on the perennial park- ~~1~~-§~~~~bier ~~ta~a~h~~~ine~u ~~
8
/iir1?~we 
budget to_ shreds I might have has been_ laid for future pro1·ects. ing issue. Liz Uretsky · Cindy Mathieson John Hirtle J h 'D · '88 ,.._ llrief Editor Ed McDaid 
Kurt Krebs 
'
uncle_. rstood your attitude .. ·The You m1ght change your mind onat an avies, Alex Moll D_uncanMcEachern Dick Sawyer On-the-Spot Editor Ted McKay · . T..._. lupenlaor . 
CarbertCYBrien Marianne Moore Leah Orton 
Phoeognlphera Braelynn Murphy T]PIIIIII 
Sherrie Flick Chris Paulson Ceryl Calabria 
Sadie Greenway Jessica Purdy · Lisa Casey 
g~~[i!h ~~~~s ~~~~n~o~rt ~:~~~~~rf;ossley , 
ELIZABETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief 
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Meet the Student Body 
Presidential Candidates 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '* * * * * '* * * * * 
Michele ·Scenna· -and Sean Gallivan 
The ticket that can make the difference. All of 
us at the University realize there are many problems 
such as parking, housing, lack of cla~ses, registration 
problems, apathy and social outlets. We have ideas 
for solutions: parking permit limitation policies, 
continual library support from research grants, 
step by step input into the University budget, 
working with admissions for a more diverse student 
body, pushing for the return of beer to the MUB, 
and _taking steps towards providing housing. We 
have new ideas like a freshman mini-course to help 
freshman get involved, student/faculty mixers to 
create a more positive atmosphere and work with 
senate to reach out to students. -These ideas won't 
stop after the campaign is over, they will continue. 
The University needs dedicated and experienced 
eo le to get thin ,s done. Our dedication stems 
· f~om the pride we take in the University. The 
d1ffer~nce b~tween the candid•ates is experience. 
Exp.enence ts needed to understand the system. 
\Yhtle some of the other candidates will be taking 
ttme ~o le:3-rn how the system works, we will already 
~e usmg tt' to work for students. Experience is not 
Just what you have done in the past, it is also what 
.you have been exposed to. We offer just that. 
It is time to stop talking and start working! We 
have the experience needed to understand all the 
problems ~nd we have the enthusiasm to get things 
done. While· the others may talk, we have already · 
started .to work !~r the students. For example the 
recreat1~rnal factltt-y referendum was initiated by 
~ commtttee bo~h of ~s took an active part in. The 
, unportant fact 1s that ,we are letting the students 
make decisions. This is the ki!).d of ,leadershi . the 
students need. Leaders who are going to seek out 
student opinion and work to make things happen. 
Others only talk,but we have acted, that is what 
makes the difference. 
"If we are elected, we · will not only use .our ideas, 
but yours as' well. The student body has a lot to 
offer to the Up.iversity. It's the peoplethat make 
UNH what it is; friendly, outgoing, diverse and 
motivated. Together, the students and adminis-
tration can make a difference. We do not want to 
proinote ourselves, we want to promote the student 
body. Together we can fight to make things change. 
There are no other candidates that can reach out 
to students and make things happen Hke our ticket. 
We don't want to work for the studetns, we want 
to work with the students·!! · , 
Mike Elias berg and Christine Pariseau 
We feel that we are the. lone ticket whieh has 
-set itself apart from the field. On each poster and 
. ~ ,ilt eacp. of tlJ,e candid,ate~· .Jqru_ms you can Fead or 
-- · hear the other candidates talk abo~t their experience 
in studerit government, .and their position on every 
possible issue. We have not run in this manner. 
Of course we know the major issues, but we're not 
sure 'that each ticket wants what is best for the 
student body here at U~H. What sets us apart are 
our leadership skills, our strength in our qmvictions, 
and .the amount of time we have spent meeting 
with and listening to the students of this university. 
. The other night we were asked how we would be 
able to handle parliamentary procedures without 
having been on the Student Senate. When we hear 
questions like that from other campaigns, we're 
glad we are running. The students of UNH don't 
care about questions like that, although the powers 
of the Senate seem to think so. These students are 
in search of leaders. · 
· . First, we are the pro-Greek ticket. Other 
candidates may claim to be Greek or interested in 
the System, but in listening to to them you hear 
·. a different tone. It ·is much bigger than that to us. 
., ,.WiJliout the Greek System, Eli would be looking 
·':;,ifor"i place to live next year. The Greek System is 
.2QOO strong, the largest organization on campus. 
J.7.frh ~~~b~r~hip so high, the Greeks must be doing 
something right. We needn't talk about restructuring 
'the Greek System, nor making large scale changes. 
We call for ~ strengthening of it and a recognition" 
of our power. As Student Body President and Student 
Body Vice President, we aim to challe'nge the ' 
injustices against the Greeks, in addition to all 
students. The stereotyping and scapegoating that 
has existed will finally be tempered. Shouldn't all 
students have to undergo mandatory alcohol 
education seminars, not just the Greek System? 
The administration has repeatedly vetoed a course 
for all first year students that would cover this topic 
and' others such as STD's, AIDS, and health 
education. How many student organizations' grades 
are published besides those of •the Greek System. 
We were the only campaign at The New Hampshire 
last week complaining about the anti-Greek bias 
of this student funded paper--: It seems that the other 
candidates don't want to step on any toes over at 
The New Hampshire for fear of not getting their 
endorsement. If s_omething is hurting the Greek 
System externally or internally, we will fight it. 
The two of us have spoken to over 1200 students 
in the dorms, the Greek houses, and commuters, . 
artd all we have heard are requests for leaders, 
students who will stand up to the itd'ministration ... 
and to the insiders running our currPnt student 
government. They ~ant leaders with backbones. · 
. . . 
Room to room, stud.:ht by student, ,they found 
experience in the current. Senate to be a drawback 
(te: student pictured in -The New Hampshire's "On · 
the Spot'' on 4/5 referring to "Senate G ;eeks"). -
"Why are they all claiming to be the students' voice · 
when they haven't been up until now?'' was a typical 
question. We hear the voices of students because 
both of us have spent so much time dealing with 
them. · - · · 
· What we found is that the administration has 
finally crossed the line and the student.s will qot -
be pushed around any longer. One worn.an we talked 
to in the mini-dorms carried on her owri protest. 
Upset at the lack of study space at UNH, she sat 
and studied outside. President Haaland' s office for 
5 days. She received no acknowledgement from 
the President of our University. We are not surprised 
at his reaction, or lack thereof. He 'has rarely had . 
to deal with student pi,:otest as can l,e seen from 
his difficulties in ha-ndling last Spri~g's protest_s. 
We are ready to-lead the stuc;lents in a battle to regain 
the power that we earn with our tuition. The . 
University lives on without the administration, 
it does not exist without the stadents. How many 
years in a row will we elec't leaders who cave in . 
to these detached administrators? Never again if 
we a!e elected. We do not need .managers who told 
about issues, we need leaderswho talk with students. 
We are the people of UNH. . 
I* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Life is full of choices: What cereal to eat for 
breakfast? Where to go to school? and Who to vote 
for in the upcoming S.B.P. and S.B.V.P. election? 
Our guess is that you've already eaten breakfast, 
- and decided ·that U.N.H. is the school for you. So, 
let's talk. What do .,you think about the student body 
election? Who are you going to vote for this Tuesday 
and Wednesday, April 12 and 13? 
The ticket that will make the difference is Gould 
and Turbymr Jay Gould -has been a member of the 
Student Senate for 2 years. As chairperson of the 
Students For the University Council, Jay has 
. coordinated the voter r~gistration drive on campus. 
He was the student member on the "Year of the 
Presidency" committee, and also is a member of 
the MUB Board of Governors, a commuter, and 
President of the Sigma Nu Pledge class. Jennifer 
Turbyne has been in Student Senate for 2 semesters. 
She has worked as a Student Representative to the 
Board of Trustees and has had experience with the 
and Jennifer .·Turbyne 
State Legislature a_s Legislative Coordinator of the 
Student Senate. She was one of the founders of the 
Inter-Residence Organiz·ation and a former'. Vice-
President of Devine Hall. · 
Jay and Jen offer not only the experience necessary, 
but the ability to represent student con.cerns on 
a variety of levels. There are a certain number of 
issues that will be addressed by the Gould/T{irbyne 
ticket, but the . ability to bring about change is most 
important. 
Some of our goals are as follows: · 
l)' Develop a nightclub/entertainment facility 
in the basement' of the MUB to provide a sodal 
outlet on campus for the undergraduate student 
population. · 
2) Having had experience with the State 
Legislature and the Board of Trustees, the Gould 
and Turbyne ticket will work with students and 
for students in pushing for an increase in state 
funding for U.N.H. in the budget process next year. 
It is an .embarassment that the University System 
of New Hampshire . is the least funded state 
university system in the country. Jay and Jen want · 
to work for increased fun_ding to meet ·the needs 
of students. 
3) It is important to have Greek representation 
on the standing committees of the University that 
deal with Greek issues. The Greek system is valuable 
to the students and Jay Gould and Jennifer Turbyne 
want. to work .with I.F.C. and Pan-Hel in strerig-
thenrng relat1o'ns between student government 
and the Greek system for a stronger voice to t}:ie 
administration. - · 
·· As you make your choice for S.B.P.'.'and S.B.V.P., 
please keep the following in mind: the 
Gould/Turbyne ticket offers something different 
from the other five tickets. They · offer the 
· background and backbone necessary to bring about 
changes for students. Experience is the Difference, 
vote JAY GOULD andJENNIFER TURBYNE. 
j 
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MichaelKeatingandPamelaDeKoning· 
It is the function of the University to provide 
those facilities necessary to successfully ,complete 
a well rounded education encompassing academic 
and personal·growth within four yea~s. 
The motivation of Michael Keating and Pamela 
. DeKoning's campaign is based on this premise. 
Every issue raised in this campaign can be directly 
'tied to this statement; general education, housing, 
. parking, the library, social outlets. 
· The issues of the campaign are clear. There are 
no simple solutions. If there were, the broad field 
of Senate candidates would have implemented them. 
While there isn't room to hit every issue in this 
. campaign, we would like • to address the following . 
points that haven't been explored. 
The Judicial System-under the present system, 
students are liable to both civil and administrative 
law. Under administrative law, the accus~d is not 
covered by his/ her basic civil rights. Students are 
not told that everything they say can be used against 
· them in judicial hearings. If elected, our.plan is 
to pass legislation to bridge the gap between civil 
and administrative la~. To do this, we would set , 
up . a system that would require the University to 
guarantee civil rights as established by the Mirandah 
case. 
We would also like to see the administration and 
Greek system work together and compliment one 
another. As long as the University provides no 
alternate social activities, the pressure is on the 
Greek system to remain the main campus social 
setting. , 
An integral part of a college education is learning 
to interact with people. The University has failed 
miserably in this arena. We strongly support an 
entertainment fac;ility in the MUB to begin to meet 
this st~dent need. This f~cility would be us~d by 
all students, .and provide an alternative to the Greek 
system. In doing this, Greeks can exhibit their 
positive aspects and act in campus wide events as 
a system. · . 
In closing, we'd like to . stress the qualifications 
a~d role of SBP and SBVP. Experience .is not the 
d1~fere~ce: J\11 of the candidates have experience. 
D1vers1ty 1sn t the key. How can two people claim 
complete representation over a student body of 
10,000-people? Every candidate has demonstrated 
leadership capabilities. It is the combination of 
these attributes that defines the apropriate choice. 
Throµgh_ experience and involvement in senate; 
the MUB Board of Governors, committees The New 
Hampshire, Freshman Camp, the Greek syste~, 
and dorm a~d commuter living, as a · ticket, Keating 
and D~Komng represent the most appropriate blend · 
of attributes. · · 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Bret Clemons cand. Eric Stites 
· ,,., 
· We feel that. the platforms of ·the various 
. candidates will be similar because the problems 
are obvious: UNH needs more housing, more 
parking spa~es ~nd additio~al classes. ~a~d. that's 
Just .the begmnmg of the list!) Our pnont1es are 
the same but we feel that leadership ability 
experience is a factor in this campaign. 
Leadership is a difficult quality to measure but 
it will make all the difference in determining who 
succeeds as Student' Body President and Vice 
President. I have already had to set agendas and 
run meetings. I have established a relationship 
with the director of the MUB that is based on respect. 
I have been involved in every major decision affecting 
the MUB this year. Both Eric and I have been.'R.A.s 
and we have seen Residential Life change the amount 
of discretion . given to R.A.s. This approach is not 
positive or educational and only breeds a?imosfry. 
We have seen first hand the effects of mples and 
the lack on maintenance. Eric is the Assistant 
Business Manager of Scope and the posi_tion has 
·, given him experience on S.A.F.C. He 1s also a · 
~ember of the MUB Board of Governors. I am a 
MUB Building Manager and in the job I have to 
deal with both administrative . and student concerns. 
Our leadership experience is diff~rent. It is more 
thaJ1 mere involvement. 
Our priorities are :what is important to the 
students. We ·want to make the Administration 
, live up to the promise to provide more housing 
by 1989. This can be done by lobbying the 
Administration- constantly and consistep.tly. Student c•'f 
Leadership should also'fnvolve them in the planning , 
of new housing facilities to properly represent 
student concerns. We favor a perimeter parking 
:which would include more large lots on the outskirts. 
of campus and increased shuttle times and routes. 
This would allow more, students to have cars and 
would decrease th~ number of fines paid by students. 
We believe the Administration should. take a positive 
approach--to .the Greek System and the students 
in dorms. Th.e Greek System has t~ken positive 
• steps t<f improve it'.s image - mandatory drug and 
alcohol educat~n for example. lf_the Administration 
doesn't recognize the efforts then people will give. 
The S.B.P. has to represent the student and point 
out these efforts, as well as facilitate communication 
and involve' students with the administration in 
. arriving at new soludons. We are also i!'} favor of 
a student subcommittee to the Durham., Town 
Cou_ncil. This wi\1 give the students the chance ro 
know and understand what the council is doing. 
We also need to work to get a student counciler, 
elected. ~~ f~v~r. ~!fe~ n~um v?tes ]?.~. th~ .stu?~••j~-
body o(l m,aJor 1_ssuesl Th1s would. give the entire 
student body a vote. · rtf' addition we feel the Senate 
needs better represent the student body--so we 
favor instituting a Greek coucil of the Student Sena rt-. 
The student body must unite! As studenrs t .1::-:· 
all have common goals. With a un~fied voice, w~" 
can gain the respect of the Administration .:.:: •i 
accomplish those _goals. Leaders tµat have-t~:.(; 
experience and aren't af~aid to stancl up t~ rl-.c: 
Administration as well as work w,ith thefu are wh~t 
we need. Bret Clemons and Eric Stites have rhos?: 
leadership qualities and we care! 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
John McCutcheon 
First of all I should remind you the student that 
I ama write-in candidate. My name will NOT appear 
on the ballot. This will make it necessary for · you 
to write-in my name at .the bottom of the ballot 
in order to vote for me. · '." 
My platform as a candidate bear~ a strikin_g 
. similarity to those of my fellow candidates. This , 
should n,ot be seen as an indictment against us 
' because .we are not all the same. Rather this 
sim~larity is evidence to the pervasive concern . 
all of us have -about .some very big problems .on 
our campus. . . . . · . · · .'· · 
First in many students' minds, especially com-
muters, is the parking problem. Not only is there 
· a pi;oblem with available ~pace, but t~ere is a!s? 
a problem with the way public safety handles parking 
infractions: 
The problem of space is an old one. There are areas 
on campus that could feasibly be expa~ded such 
as C-lot. A parking garage would be _mce but "!'le 
, must be realistic with regard to our available capital 
· and our goals. For every one space in a parking 
garage, ten spaces can be crea~ed by e_xpansi?n. 
We should concentrate our capital on 1mprovmg 
the library and our plant before indulgin& ourselves 
with a parking garage .. I feel the solution to the 
· parking problem lies in utilizing our perimeter 
parking_ ie. Data General. -
· Cbncerning public safety and_ their polic~ st~te 
policy for dealing with everythmg ,from drt~km~ 
to parking in the wrqng area. Let s break tnem. 
If we had ~ur own syste~ 'fo~ booting · tires having 
your car impounded would cost considerably less. 
Why should all that money go to Smitty's anyway? 
If we had our own system we could run Smitty's . 
_ Towing & Harassment Eporium. out of business! 
Speaking of ,harassment, who decided on these fines 
for parking violations? Obviously this individual 
is out of ·touch with the fiscal reality of student 
life. These fines should .be cut in half·and the meter 
maids given a course in common courtesy. Why 
the 4.ell don't our parking meters accept nickles 
and 'di~~~? It',s already an atrocity that they charge 
us "'t:w¢~ty:-five cents an hour, but they also demand . 
that we have the correct change! This problem should 
be rectified. . . . 
I've sp.ent a great deal of time talking about 
parking. The.re are other issues of importance. These 
will undoubt.edly b~ elaborated on by the other, 
candidates in detail. For the record though I will 
briefly relate some of µ1y concerns to you. 
- The student referendum: This is an idea whose 
time has come. Students need to have a direct link 
to majo~ policy issues. Voting would provide this 
link. I am· strongly in support of this idea. 
Plant improvement; the strength of any university 
lies in the quality of its resources. Our library is 
sorely lacking in many areas. Major funding should 
be directed towards the improvement of this facility. 
As for the new rec. facility,! am ·.also in favor of 
this though' the final say must rest with the students. 
· The final issue I would like to address is our 
relatipnship towards the administration. Gordon 
Haaland could walk through the MUB and the 
dormitories without the overwhelming majority 
of student's recognizing him. This should not be 
the case with an individual whose de'cisions have 
such an impact on student life. This man should 
be held responsible for evei,:y action he takes which 
may affect students. Haal,and has a prnpensity 
· towards ambush policy making. This kind of attitude 
cannot be tolerated: We need a president who wbrks 
with the students not .against them. . . 
What we as students must remember is that' we 
ARE the University of New Hampshire. We pay 
a\great deal of mori'ey to ·come here to grow bo~h 
intellectually and socially. What· WE want should 
be the top priority. If WE want beer in the MUB 
.then lets get it. If W-E want to tailgate and 'party 
at homecoming then WE should. Policies 'like no 
tailgating should be rpet first with negociation. 
If that fails then we as students have an obligadon 
to shake the yoke of oppre.ssion and protest until 
our demands are met! We cannot let the Haaland 
administration run over us, we have a ·right to d,ecide 
for ourselves what policies we like and· c:lislike. No 
more bootlicking!! 
A Chinese proverb says- 1rThe nail that sticks up 
is the one which gets hammered." If we raise our 
voices loud enough change is inevitable. Remember, 
who you elect as your student leader is immaterial 
if your demands as a student are not met. 
I pledge to be your voice in Student Government. 
But no matter who you elect, accept nothing less 
than total committment to you and your concerns. 
Put UNH back in the hands of the students!! Write-
inJohn McCutcheon!! 
*- * * * * * * ·--* "* * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . / 
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' ' . ' 
Wendy Hammond and Michael Rose 
. ' ' . \ " . 
. O.~., five other tickets are running. Each. one 
1s gorn~ to solve housing, parking, lib~ary, and 
academic problems. Heck, they may even balance 
the United States Budget. However, the reality 
?f this electi<?ni~ ~he 1:1-eed to I?rioritize. Our candidacy 
1s one of pnor1t1zat1on: to mcrease student input, 
to better the academic environment, and to better 
th~ quality of life. We've also gone one step further. 
Mike and I are the only candidates that have released 
_ a full, four page policy platform which addresses 
these priorities in detaiL Others may say what certain 
problems are, but do they have concrete plans for 
the students to read? Our platform includes: · 
. Referendum Policy: a policy we originated 
m the _hope that the student body _at large will decide 
controversial issues, such as tailgaiting, housing, · 
and CIA recruitment on campus. 
Senate Page: a weekly briefing of issues as well . 
as a record .of votes and upcoming agenda. · 
. ,_ Student Trustee: work to make this a permanent 
f 1xture rather ·than rotating the position with Keene 
and Plymouth. · · · 
Town Council: pledge to do everything possible 
to elect a student to the council, as well as reverse 
the "unrelated person" ordinance. · 
Will Place a student on the U ndesignated Gifts 
Committee to ove'rsee distribution of alumni grants. 
Encourage equality and diversity throughout 
the University which included active recruitment 
of female professors (who presently comprise 
approximately 22% of the faculty). 
Greek System:. We support and conceived the 
concept of a Greek Lobbyist. This would be a lawyer, 
retained on a part-time basis, fun~ed by the Greek 
System, whose responsibility would be to oversee 
and check administrative decisions regarding' the 
. Greeks, as well as serving as a legal- resource. 
Mandate that access to central and integral 
facilities (such as PCAC) for students with physical 
disabilities and to become a priority with the 
University and to have such a system completed 
by l991. 
Oppose the Rec Facility proposal on· the grounds 
that priorities should be based on needs, not wants. 
As long as there is a lack of library funds, classes, 
·ho1,1sing, and parking, we feel that . it is an 
· inopportune time to spend $4 to 6 million of 
, students' dollars on such a facility . 
The above .are just a few of the ideas we have 
developed. As the campaign goes on, we are assured 
that they are good ideas because other .candidates 
have started to adopt them. There is near unanimous 
support for the Referendum Policy, and our Trustee 
position. To solve.old problems we need creative 
leadership. 
Mike and I have set OlJ.r goals and priorities based 
on what we feel we, as a student body, can put ,in 
to U.N.H., as well as what we can get out of it. Our 
broad based experience indicates a number of things: 
innovation, creativity, commitment, involvement, 
concern, and most importantly, the successs of such · 
involvement. I have been on the senate for two 
semesters, am fl: member of Alpha Chi, member 
of the Progressive Student Network, and have 
worked with committees and councils in the Senate. 
Mike is a Student Senator, founded and was president 
of the Debate Society, Vice President of the P: 
Gamma Mu Honor Society, on the Mortar Board 
and served two.int'erships abroad (Washington 
D.C. and Moscow). 
Our academic standing. ( combined Deans list 9 
of 11 semesters) is indicative of our aptitiude and 
perserverance, which we feel is important when 
operating in the role of President andVicePresident. 
We are not claiming to be able to solve all the 
problems which have plagued administrators for 
decades. Instead., we offer new ideas and commitment 
to _address the problems of both the present .and-
future, and begin to rectify them; The University 
neec,ls innovation: we call for fairer decision making 
such as the Referendum policy. The student body 
needs executive leadership who can represent ,them · 
all: our background is both diverse and active, Your 
choice is of six tickets. Pleas_e examine our platforms. 
Check our rexperience. We need bold new leadership, 
and we ask your help. · 
• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Politics of global 
real questions · 
pollution-
This is part seven of fourteen environmental 
science and engineering arti;les appearing in a ser-
ies sponsored by the UNH Pride Com~ittee. The 
series discusses important environmental issues 
that the UN H Faculty have expertise in and which 
have releva'l"-ce to the UNH Community. 
. . - . . . \ 
Global pollution. International ~nvironmental 
problems. Transboundary and transnational pol:-
lution episodes. Ecocatastrophe. Armageddon. 
-- Hol~cau~t. Acid rain. Destruction of the ozone layer. 
Toxic ~ir pollutants. Toxic water pollutants. 
Contammated ground water aquifers. Nuclear waste 
storage problems. Hunger. Starvation. Yes, even 
war. ,,. 
· Bhopal. Chernoby[ Serveso. Three Mile Island. 
The Rhine. R:iver ~pill. The Ohio River Spill. · 
Woburn Toxic spill. Yes, even the Durham 
incinerator. · 
Do. all of these things, these places, these 
experiences have anything at all in common? Yes, 
they do. :AH are trag~dies, ~~ar tragedies, parts 
of_ tragedies, o~ tra_ged1es wa1tmg to happen. Even 
Seabrook, which 1s a tragedy for Public Service 
Company of New Hampshire, can be included. 
But, what do they re~lly have in commom? They 
all s_tem from a _part1culiar way of thinking, a 
. particular worldv1ew, a particular attitude toward . 
nature and the place of human beings within it 
(or separate and apart from it, as the case, may be). 
!hey stem from attitude and perception, from faith 
m, worship of, and resu.ltant pursui,t of the 
! 
technological fix; from treatment of the scientific 
method in ways it was never meant to be treated; 
from narrow visionless definitions of growth and 
prog~es_s; from failure t~ recognize our subjectivity~ 
the limit~ of ?ur percep~10n, the limits of our ability 
to be O~Jec!1ve; the failure to recog11ize our bias, 
our pre1ud1ce, and accept them as natural rather 
than permitting them to mislead us and steer us 
down the primrose path. · 
What is an international environmental problem? 
Could it be that there isn't such a thing? Could it 
be that <?nl~ the increasin~ m_agnitude of our impact 
on the environment, which 1s now so great, forces 
unwanted effluent to cross international boundaries 
and therefore by definition become international? 
~ould it be that whic~ we do In our own back yards, 
If! our own ho~e, rn our lives every 4ay, is no 
different? Could 1t be that we are looking at nothing · 
tnore than cumulative effects, with some unexpected 
synergistic consequences thrown'' in? 
_Could it ~e that a~id hin ove~ New Hampshire, 
with all of Its varyrng and vaned consequences 
major and minor, is nothing more than the normal 
cost of doing business, and needs to be accepted 
as such. C~>Uld it be that the leukemia-stricken 
children of Woburn, Massachusetts are simply a . 
by,product of the way we choose to live? Could it 
be that Chern?byl and its consequences is not really 
that extraordmary? (After all, regardless of what 
one thinks of the risk factor, of what one thinks 
of th~ odds on a m~jor nuclear accident occurring, 
~11 without exception agree the risk is there- so, 
1f we real~y want nuclear-generated electricity~ shpuld 
By John E. Carroll 
we not be willing to accept the fruits of that 
electricity, even if it is radio-active cesium, iodine 
and other components?). . _· · · · 
Is human starvation an international environ-
mental problem, an international ecological prob-
lem? P~rhaps. Is there a linkage between human 
starvation and maln.utrition and the availability 
of cheap food on our supermarket shelves? Is there 
a link between those cheap prices and erosion and 
contamination of America's soils, and the bankruptcy 
and destruction of America'sfarmers? Of America's · 
farm an9 rural communities? Is the.re a link between 
these things and what we. as Americans look for 
first in our visit to the supermarket: cheap prices? 
Is there a link to a never-ending search for a real 
~argain? Have we lost a s~nse of what a real bargain 
1s? Do we expect someth.mg for nothing? . 
. If we :wish to understand what is happening 
mternauonally, globally, on this planet, ·need we 
look far? Need we look across the seas? Need we , 
loo~ ~t places ":e. regard 3:s centers of power, ·of 
activity, of dec1s10n-makmg? Need we look at 
~overnment leaders, scholars,,corporation pres-
idents, pe_ople we perceive as having power; people 
we perceive as having knowledge, the "experts"? . 
Or need we look at ourselves, our world~view, how 
we l~ve daY:-to-day, our capital and how we spend 
and mvest 1~ f1nd _to 
1
end what impacts we have and 
what confl!ct m1gHt result from those impacts? 
Indeed, are the answers closer to home :than we 
think? Perhaps uncomfortably ~o. 
John E. Carroll is a professor of Environmental 
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· · IS ALL WEEK.END NONSTOP!! . 
. ' -· . 
. ·_ · · HURRY! -CALL · 862-2222 
: ·. . .~ 
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE .. 
TO SUPPORT US]N.OURTIME' .,,.~., · .. ;.,;· ... 
. , . 
. · OF NEED!. YOU GET T . . 
· SHIRTS, BUMPER .STICKERS, · . ·. .~ 
· AND BUTTTONS,.AND ·MORE! 
MARATHON EVENTS· . 
·. Sat. April 9- "Train of 'Thought" 11am -12am oh 
· "Coininercial vs. N on-coininercial Radio" · 
. . . 
Sat April 9- The Polka Show at the Polish Club 
· · in Ne-winarket- · 
'Dinner and Dancing _. , ·_ 
Sat. · April 9- · WBCN deejay, Bradlee J ay(alumnus 
of WUNH) will be deejayiµg from 6-9 pm 
· April 22- 100 Sleeping Pills Nights of Columb~sHall 
.,,. ,;, ' \, 
• ~J • 
\ .• ,,r- ' :. ';" .~ 
. .. . ·.' . ... . . . __ 
. . 
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THE _NEW HAMPSHIRFFRID'AY; ·APRIL_?, 1988 .. , _-£1\GETWENT't<ONE 
Dustin Hoffman couldn't sing to ~av~ his life in Ishtar. C_an 
he do any better in The M4ra _them· Man? 
•• J l ''l .. ~. 
Os~ar~ ~,1;~·::A. Farce; 
. ' . . ' ' ' .•\ . -· . ' 
Marc:Maftes It Known 
By M~rc Mamigonian 
It is fashionable at this time 
of year to dump on the Oscars 
and say what a fraud and farce , 
they are. Well,. far be it for me 
to be unfashionable, especially . 
when the fashion happens to_, 
be valid. · 
. Now, at this point, I could · 
backtrack over the past 60 years 
of American cinema and point 
out, year after year, how the 
Academy fails to reward inno-
. vation, genius, and all that good 
stuff, but that would be rather 
tiresome for all of us. Suffice 
. to say (and I th-ink this -sums 
things up nicely) that Citizen 
Kan_e won only one award 
(original_ screenplay), Hitchcock 
neve.1; won ·best director, and 
: 17" L JI f , ~ Lo 4/7 .JI A The Sound of Music (pardon me 
,.L. oe LYidrdvt:I ,P LY1'"d1J whileJgetnauseated)wonbest 
picture in 1965 .. I think that . 
S
. d M. h shouldgiveyouanideaofwhere :_:-__  . un· r ~ f J _. 1'_ fl _ ·t the Academy's priorities are. U.:, :, .. This year is a classic exmple 
- of why the Oscars are meaning-
~:y Marc Mamigonian . enough for you? If nothing else, less ( except, of course, finan-
' A bit of a muddle is John The Marathon Man will make cially). I won't even get into 
Schlesinger's The Marat'hon you think ·fwice 'next dme you (well m~ybeJ·. will after all) the 
Man. But, despite the fact that go;. to,Jhe dentist. Besides, Pau- glaring omissiQns of The Dead . . . . · .· . . . . 
~qme of it really doesn't come line kael talled it a ·"Jewish and Full Metal Jacket fr9in the \ W,1UJ.11chael :Q_(!!1B.las :cop an Qsc,r for Wall Street? 0Qe$. 
blf, it is still quite an extr,aoi;---. '%1.reveflge fa,ntas-y;'~ .- s.~ if~that : major catego;Fie_s ,( the;y got a ., Mami-gonian care? (Andy Schwartz photo) 
dfoary film. Dustin Hoffma_I?- ·· 'doesn't interest--.you, I don't couple of ·nominations in minor . . . . 
plays a Columbia student who know what to say except that categories); I can accept that, nomination stage? That way,, before. I>lus,Holly_"Turn to the 
· qjscovers. that ·his brother . is the film. will show this Sunday eventually some good films will presumably, excellence is rec- · right!"Runters Just a roolc1e. . 
· mixed up with an ex-Nazi who night at 7 ahd 9:30 p.m. in the be left out. What makes the , ognized and the process is not Best Actor: Toss up between 
i~ looking for diamon~s. Vague MUB. · omissions less intolerable is that ,compromised by pickfr1g one Robin WiJHams (Good MQrning 
-'------------------------------i the five best-picture choices and · winner. The cliche is that "just Vietnam) and Michael Douglas : 
As Go-el~. ·:-·Q.,r1e five best director choices are all ger"ting nominated is the big (Wall Stree/). The other1; Gack .::, I. I. worthy choices. What makes the thing," so why not make the · Nicholson, William Hurt, Mar-awards meaningle·ss is this: the cliche reality? cello Mastroanni) have either 
G S G 
five films nominated - Moon- Having trashed the · awards,· won before, or in Mastroanrii's · 
Go/ , o ·· O -O struck, Hope and Glory, The now, 1 suppose, 1 should pkk case, are being nominated lar-- . • , ·, -.. · ; · ·- · · · . Last Emperor, Fatal Attraction, the winners; far be "it for me to . gely for a great career. , 
and B,roadcast News (all, I disappoint my vast readership. Best Supporting Actress: 
-::-._ .repeat, fine films) - are so The picks represent not neces- · Oly.m,-piii Dulrnkis (Moon-
Al'l G. G , 'l different from one another that sarily who I want to win, or who struck). Somebody from the _  O • . 0 §•/I'· •• . qualitative comparisons become · I think will win, but a combi- family has to w_in ,this year. meaningless. - "-' " n'iition of the two. Or maybe Best Supporting Actor: Al.;. 
There are two comedies neither. You figure it out. · bert Brooks (Broadcast News): 
R. ·.ous· e· 1 01·. . (MoonSt ruck · and Broadcast Best Picture: The· Last Em- No reason other than I thought News), one comedy/drama . peror. It's big, it's foreign-ish, he was excellent. (Hope and .Glory), one romantic and itis the type of prestige film . Best Director: Norman Jew-
thriller (Fatal Attraction), arid the Academy likes, once in-a ison (Moonstruck).Just a hunch. 
S 
· h. · ·k· _ one "epic" (for lack of a better while. - _ · Don't bet the farm: based on . C . oc This ·ex-Go-go resolved that term) (The Last Emperor). :Sut Best Actress: Cher (Moon- these picks, because, remember, 
Belinda would not .be the only _ wh_ere do you g~ __ ff~:1:1:1: ~here? struck). -Because the film is I really don't care who_ wins. 
, one to. profit from the ruins of Why not just leave h at the -- popular and because she's lost · Honest. 
House of Schock 
Capitol Records 
their crumbled empire. Belinda 
had only her voice, which was '-. --------------------------------------
passable at best, but this ex-Go- . 
,. Go, she ~an play the d~ums, she -= Weak." Now what ~ould be = -these fabulous guys 'who are -·· Musically, ·the band ~tries ' too 
has a skill. For yes, this ex-Go- . worse than that? ..Right, no- · · ·· hard, and the resultis a cluttered 
Go, planning her comeback in thing. "ComeSailAway" doesn't ,, ; , . . ,, ,, . ·•·· . ,:sound. On '.'Middle of No-
ijy Brendan Gleeson an apartment in L.A. is Gina count because Styx meant it as , i:_earing them ap~rt in_side a~d · where," for instance, everyone 
; It is not hard to imagine how Schock, ex-drummer for the Go- ;i joke. Therefore, anything that ~.ave. them_ h_1_drng _ rn . their tries to jump in, and the song · 
it all came about. In the world .·Gos, and she ~as an alBum. Gina Sch,ock does has nowhere · . -house~ pee~~ng out t~e w1i:1;do~ ,,-, just doesn't gel. ·The album 
where Casey Kasem is coi:t~i--' · ., to go but".up ,(niusically;., not'in : at them as they walk.py ( Just · would be much more effective 
de red a serious purveyor of the· eyes of The Incredible to Ore~~·'.).. . if ~hey all just laid back and rook 
music, Belinda Carlisle is tnak- 7, Casey) .sJfyou_ look at -it ip ~erms . , /' ·· -a break every now and then_. 
ihg it big. Meanwhile, in a · The album, as well as · her of Belinda, it's not that bad, and ~aybe then they would achieve -
comfortable apartment, prob- band, is called House of Schock. you might find something ap- _ _ · the seamless Belinda sound. 
a.,ply in the LA. area, another Her ,band features a bunch of pealing in a few of the songs. Even sadder tha,r?, the fact that 
ex-Go-Go has been following · : forg~ttable mu~icians, probably . _ .· · ,· .. · " the lyrics are pure bubblegum 
i,, 
her fabulously successful rise from L.A;; the album feature~ The most appealing }~ing:: in··-::- C'~. ga_d;a:,lpv~;on .a sunny day") 
fo the top of the charts and her a bunch of forgettable songs, any of.the songs is the uriaffect- ·.~': .. ~'is\hai}facf that it 'sounds as · Although }yrically Schocf.has:-·· 
!(;owing influence on pre-teen probably written in L.A., def- . ed voice of Schock. Most of the though the lyrics were written n°thing new to say, she sings '.; 
girls all across America. "How," initely recorded in Hollywood. time, she sounds like Maria well in advance of the song, it more sincerely th3:n Belinda. ;; 
this ex :.Go-Go asks herself, ··is McKee, last seen getting hot and indicating that SclJ,oCk is serious. Musically. she tries hard~r, and=j 
· ~i'.is possible? I knew Belinda. heavy with Robbie Robertson. Her singing, while plaintive, the result is syery human (_mes-1J 
$~e was ad.rip! She did blow! __ This means she sounds human, is forced, and she sou~ds as sy). As an answer to Belmda,J:,i 
Sl.e had no talent! She was fat! But when dealing with ex-Go- like she might actually be feeling though she is trying to bend the House -of Schock is all right. But(~ 
Who does she know? Why does Gos, things must be kept in what she's singing about. Which lines to fit a melody as she goes if you have no inte~est in G~-~~ 
9,asey lov;~ her so? What diet perspective. Consider B~!inda's is helpful, beca~se as :x-Go-Gos al~mg, rather t~an coming up ~~ =.ars, the album Just doesn \ i} 
IS she on? . _. ,. ,. ··••·. late.SJ ,.e.mbarrasment, I Ge,t .... ,are".W.Qllt..to QQ, .. w~. su1g~ .. JJ,b91.!t~.,..,.,._.,,,Y,[,J,th,,a .• in.e1o.dy.,,.far..st."'""""'·-· '-., ....... ,,,.,,,., ,· .,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,...,, ,.,,s,,·;, '-"-'>'.·•''""'"' """''·""•t•. ,~,, -.¢,,,;--,,_,.-f.;•,:,)1t 
>., 
-
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. . The Sister~ of Mercy. 
Fioodland · 
Elektra Records 
By Arthur Lizie 
Ptodaiming a battle for ''Pow-
er in the .(ace of Misery," An-
drew Eldritch created The Sis-
ters of Mercy. Sounds noble 
enough, even fun if it's done 
right. Alas, just what is this , 
· misery of which he speaks? 
Over-production? Lack of vocal 
talent? Lumpy' oatmeal? A Styx 
reunion? The only misery ap-
. pare_nt on Floodland, the band's 
· latest LP, is the illusion of 
importance where there is :no~e. 
. This is not to say Floodland 
is a bad record '(it isn't), i,t's only . 
to say th~t the bahd take them-
. _selves too ~riously. Take, for 
example, the album's first sin- hey now _now, sing This Corro-
gle/ dance club smash, "This sion to me." Talk about disap-
Corrosion." The song features pointments. No'tles'e:lil,Se and 
Gothic vocals a la David Bowie, mystery do ·not misery make. 
a grand, swirling beat, and a·n Peculiar aside: Jim Steinman 
overall exotic/ majestic feel. · of Meat Loaf fame produced the 
Hmmm, there's quite a build track: What's next, "Corrosion 
up here, there must be some- By The Dashboard Light?" . 
thing important going on. False . The rest of the album pretty : 
alarm. The chorus?: ,"Hey now, _ much follows along the "Cor-
. rosjon" tactic of hyping then 
disappointing (not unlike Styx 
on many occasions). ''.Domin-
ion/ Mother Russia'' has rolling 
keys and heavy dru·ms, "Flood 
I" has a certain joyous quality 
. in its lack of viscosity, and -
"1959" has moaning; all lack 
un raison d'etre. · 
The band is comprised of 
vocalist/ instrumentalist/ com-
poser Eldritch, bassist Patricia 
Morrison (The Bags, The Gun · 
Club), and Doktor Avalanche, 
a drum ·machine. The trio ns-
. ually_g~t al~ng well enough,: 
although Avalanche usually has 
the upper hand in the proceed-
ings, especially on the album's 
most fulfilling song, "Never · 
Land," Avalanche's tribute ·to 
"When The Levee Breaks." 
In the final evaluation, Flood-
land is pleasant enough if you 
wish to think with your feet aqd 
not with your head; it's up.re-
lenting in its danciness, shallow 
in its vision. Gothic irrelevance? · 
Yes. Useless? No, worth a listen 
if you can suspend disbelief for 
.... . _a whil~ . . 
'f' 
HutheilSmear Fun 
. Pat RuthenSmear · word processo.r) power licks to H,agen (yuck!) rings in "Sahara. 
RuthenSmear Joe·C::<:>c:~er as an acoustic punk. Hotel"; slight melody, emoti
on- · 
SST Records Just enough variety for the al. vocals. It moves ·on to "Od-
)By Arthur Lizie whole family, not unlike "The enora," featuring wah-
wah 
. What do expect from an ex- Ed Sullivan Show." Or, at least, AC/ DC chords (really catch
y), 
Germ who features an Alba like Ballard and her parrots, this "Princess," an acousti-Co
cker · 
Ballard parrot on the cover of stuff could have been showcased num~er, and finishes wit~"
The 
his album, normality? If so, Pat by Broadway Danny Ro~e. Area of the Circle," "A Gen
tle 
RµthenSmear'.'s RuthenSmear RuthenSmear cranks out Axe" (maybe for Eugene?), 
and 
is a major disappointment; · if steady guitar, vocals, and wha- "Eye Hearts," all ofa mid-period 
-not, you're in lµck. tever else he can't get his friends Floydian mode. And "X-
Mas 
Yes, not surprisingly, Ru- to play; Paul Roessler (Kira's Song" · is groove/ funk with . 
thenSmear is an odd disc. In- brother, brother-in-law of fIRE- metal guitar a la Prince. Q
uhe 
teresting, -often enjoyabl~, but. HOSE's Mike Watt, and vital a diverse mix, but still, in s
pite 
·. odd; Aqually, eclectic may be member of both Crimony and of the comparison~, Pa
t Ru-
a key . word here; there's a touch DC3) often lends a helpful hand · thenSmear still sounds uni
den- ' 
of everything, from Pink Floyd _ on airy, spa~ey keys. -~ tifiably unique. . 
. space jams ,to AC/DC (sorry The music?: 1:he_album st~rts . RuthenSm,ear? Yo't bet.
 Re-
. fans, no lightning bolt on this - ~ off on an ~~geltc note as_ N ma -'"_member, y~>U ve ·been warn
ed . . 
Breaifoft At The 
Beach 
.Monks of Doom · engineers on acid. 
Soundtrack from the film David Immergluck_ (guitars, 
"Breakfast at the Beach vocals, piano), Victor Krum-
of Deception" menacher (bass, vocals, piano), 
Pitch-A-Tent Records Greg Lisher (guitars, piano),' . 
and Chris Pedersen ( drums, 
By Mark Miller vocals ,r keys) combine their 
Attempting to fully describe abilities to create sounds ·rang-
Soundtra.ck from the film ing from the sullenly .melodic 
':Breakfast at the Beach" 'with ("Fall From Grace") to hard 
words alone is a task that can, hitting progressive . fos~on · ( the 
- and should, _be considered rid- · instrument,al ''.In Anticipation 
iculous. It has to be heard to be of The Pope"): The instrumen-
believed. The Monks of Doo~ · tation is intriguingly varied 
are immensely adept and d1- . throughout, featuring. many 
verse, yet still manage to retain facets of guitar artistry (includ-
an incredibly unique sound that ing some immaculate bottle-
is positively their own. ne~k), precise fredess bass, and 
The Monks have an outstand- drumming equivalent to the 
,ing knack of being able· to play work produced by the likes of 
with studio musician precision Bill Bruford (King Crimson et. 
(guitarist Dave · Immergluck · al.) and Carl Palmer. ,. 
used to play for Pqlymorph Not only ate The Monks of 
Studios) while simultaneously · Doom musically adept, but they 
capting the energy and fresh- also display a lyrical intelligence. 
ness of an improv jam. Another Even their song titles ("Insana 
asset The Monks can boast is and Her Manchild" "The Haunt-
their talent for crossing stylistic ing of an Eastern Man's Mind'') 
boundaries without having an are interesting, hinting at-some-
identity crisis. There's rio doubt thing that goes beyond the 
The Monks know what they' re typical realm of today's music. 
doing. . _ At times they approach lyrical 
Many bands have a tendency psychedelia, but they do so in 
to avoid much .of the available a completely up-to-date manner. 
technology, but no this band. There's nothing trite about 
Their music is a flood of instru- The Monks of Doom. In fact, 
mental techno-toys, much.like the band is so ·immaculately 
Hendrix's creations in the ~60s. innovative and original, they 
Imagine a band of M.I.T. sound . shouldn't be missed. ,~ 
Christian Singer 
Tl.:,/ \D.;}, ~I -. . · ~;f3f< 
. .i .1,iom · oug,as , · 
To Perform 
Wednesday 
Christian sing~r/songw-riter Tho~ Dou_glas will appear 
Wednesday, April 13 at 8 p.m._in the ].lie.hards Auditorium 
of ~~rkland H~l. The conce1! is sponsered by The N aviga-
1 
tors, a Christfan student organization here at UNH . . 
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MOTHER GOO·SE & GRIMM . . . ..., - - -- - ··· --- - . by Mike Petlrs 
~&. &> 11188 Tribune Medi~ Servlce1, Inc. LI - 8' ~ All Aignts Ruerved · 
.. BLOOM COUNTY 
-OM,OH,Ws'R! 




by B._er~e ~reatbed ;.----------
. '--.;.., 
KUD~IJ B.y Doug Marlette 
,; 
MAURICE! GUICJ< ! 
NASA.L'5D0\NG5R:>T5 
FOR -r~E 11 W~\iE 
MA.N'S D\SEASE. 
· \:=OUNDA""f\ON '' 
YE!;;,! FEL 
GU\tTYA 
l;M l\\\t--lK\~G Or ~ tMt\ 
B~EEN O~E I\KD 




1 COULDN'T RL\N .,. 
'I COULON', JUMP ... 
:I COULDN'T J.:IIGH-
J:IVE wrrnou, 
HUR'IING MY5E.L-~ ! ... 
,,. "!COULDN'T DRES~ 
wrrH ~LA\Q AND 
5-,-YLE..' ... 
by Bill Watterson 
NnA1~ lllE tw1£R, . 




I @ 1988 Universal Press S ndlcate 
I -
1 :30-3:15-5:00 6:5~:50 . 
2 Acadamy Award Norn 
JOHN AWSTON'S 
Comedy Drama of 
James J_oyce's Great story 
'THE DEAD' PG 
1:15-3:10-5:05 7:05-9:05 












. ACAOAMY 5' PG 
·1 RADU A . ,1 
I I 
. - WHY PAV 
MOR~? 
. _ Promote the right 
image for sales, 
interviews, clients, 
while driving: 
'85 BMW .325E 
,$13,500 
'83 BMW 320i 
$7,995 
. '82 BMW 320i 
$6,500. 
'84 BMW 318i 
$8,500 
:, -. '84 V~W-::J,1tt~ 
$3,995 




'82 Mercdes 300TD 
Wagon 
$13,900 
WILL DELIVER TO CAMPUS 
All cars in superior cond. 
All prices below NADA 
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. ··FOR STUDENT LEADERS MbN,DiY. 




· -VOTE FOR- . 
APRIL 18TO 1llUSDAY, .APRIL,:,2.1 
,, ·. ,' : .. 
. . 
· GET A .GOOD START IN YOUR NEW 
POSITION AND LEARN HOW TO: ,· 
lAE -RUN SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS ex DAN FASCIANO X n -BUILDAN EFFECTIVE ORGANIZA TIQN . 
.lL -WORK WITHlN THE UNH . 
TKE FOR LAM81)1A ADMINIS•TRATIVESYSTEM 
. STUDENT SENATE '.f\ -SET GOALS AND PLAN AHEAD 
A'· . . '.. 51G EP· -BU.ILD A STRONG Tl:AM . 
. PIKE GREEK l_{EPRESEN~ATIVE . Dl -MOTIVATE MEMBERS .· . . 
· 8.X - We've got a strOng foundation, · · ..... - \~ANAGE YOUR TIME EFF~CTI~E~:L Y 
· · now let's build the house!! _ A:_ /J -,Kf:EP ACCURATJ; FINANCit_~CORl)S 
lN *IFC President · K~ -. - - · 
*Incumbent Greek··senator .L TOAnENDANYOPTHESESES$10NS, 
*Former Sigma' Beta SecretarypHI KA p JUST REGISTER IN 126 ~ BY 
*Current Member of Health WRDNESDAY · 
and Human Services con:imitt~e AGR · · ~L 13.· ·• 
and St_udents for the Umver.s1ty >~~': ' '. 7 ,YOU DON'T HAVE 





Next year Richardson house in the Minis 
will be the Fresh Start Leadership Develop- -
meP.t ·oorm. A maximum of 10 spots are 
available. I 
Applications are available in the following locations: .·  
Student Senate Office - Rm 130 MUB 
Area 1 Office - Jessie Doe · 
Area 2 Office - Devine 
Area 3 Off ice - Babcock 
Richardso.n House 
Questions? Please caH the Student Senate 
Off ice at 862-1494 · 














·Jumpin'Jake by Robert Durling 
\ ., 
frozenfreshycnt!Jg. 
-FREAKER PATRO~ ' 






'3-fA-CKSt,JfALJ,_~::\ _____ --.........----..r-1::BY 'JOHN : ~/[{TJ;:E!: 
: .. 5:,,, 'wt ·· 
HO ULP' :_ r.~ 
£ £ A/11 
, £A'riJ WHrLt> if;j :-.:- AR.&uMrni 
va . .A- , CfR:TAi .N -N..u'C.HAR (A)H:rERS'' Af?f MD 
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RUB'</1 JUST CAN'T I "DON:T KtJOW · z ELLO BL-OKES , (OULt> '(Ol.\ f>LEASE ESCORT us TO · 
BELi EVE -WE G-o, OUR ISt-J'T AN'<TH l~G SACR LL, WE HAVE A 6\G- IN AN Hou . 
BU iT5 k\CK ED OUT Or ANYMORE~ SOotJ TH€'( 
' ,, WILL. BE J"AMMltJ THE . -
STOKE \=OR A FREAK\N ~~~~~~~~~~ 
, AIRWAvES WIT\4 
11
AIR 
• II I 
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RADIO DEBATE 
· Hear the -Candidqtes · for 
Student Body President 
Debate the Issues on ~-
WUNH - 91.3 FM· 
·Monday April 11th 
6-7 PM 
Que$tions for the Candidates may 
· qe submitted in writing to the 
· Student Senate Office 
Room 130,· MUB -
.by April 8, 1988. 
Co~Sponsored by Student Senate 
and 
WUNH 
ESCI 450 N "Our Changing Climate" . 
ESCI 450 D "Rocks and Minerals" 
ESCI 4S0 P "Prehistoric L.if'e" 









New for the fall semester, the Deparunent ofEanh Sciences 
announces a sequence of one-credit modular courses 
designed to introduce a variety of timely topics 
affecting us and our Earth. Four to six 
different modules will also be offered 
during the spring semester 
Successful completion of 4 modules constinues one 
QeneraJ Education Physical Science Requirement · 
Classes will be limited to 20 students 
Meeting time: MWF 11:10 -· 12:00 · 
T 2:10 ~ 4:30 (lab) 
For niore· information contact the Department of Eanh Sciences 
James Hall, Room.121 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000~. ·----------lllliili---
----.•Q,-•c.,~. ~~~. 
The Kodak K400 is just as easy to get as it is to use. For a limited time order ~'OUr Jostens college 
ring through your Jostens sales represeotati\'e or the bookstore. With your ring you will receive a certificate entitling 
you to !iJ Kodak K400 camera (retail value approximately $59). Mail it in. Your cai:nera will ~ sent toyou upon receipt of tlie certificate
. 
JOSTENS 
AMERICA ' S COLLEGE RING'" 
Date: APRIL 8th Time: · 12-4 Deposit R~Uired: $ 2 0 • 0 0 
P.Pjmell!PlansAvailatlle 
Place: . · . TOWN. AND · CAMPUS- ·rs, IEEJ 








· beg 10:10-11:30 
. · int'l"l.2:10-1:30 
int·2 s,n,-9:30 
evening · classes 
int 1 4:10-:s :3o 
bea S:4o-7:oo 
int z 7 :10-8 :.3o 
~J;~~J,Q~J~ 
July 5-Aug 5 · 
non-c.redit 
beg 10:10-11:_30 




Preregistration: April 11 4·6p.m 
Light Horse· Classroom 
.·_ conta.ct .... r::keDS, ,, 
. ,' lor IIIOft . . · 862•11'71 
'/ 
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---'-'----=------------"-:::..." 1982 Subaru GL Wagon, 5-speed, 83K activities:tennis, swimming (WSI), waterski, keeping our
4
promise. Can you believe it's sexual stimulation, butreduces physical 
2 female non-smokers needed for fall sem, miles, silver, good condition, asking $1800, sailing, canoei_ng, outdpor living skills, almost over? Debbie ._abilities and can lead to irrespbn's'i''Ole 
t6 share room in NEW condo with view in 868-2141 horseback riding, costume director, theatre ' decision .making. 
Dove,( 6 mi'les from cam.pus, $300/mo- 19.86 Buick Skyhawk, Fwd Sports Hatch- technical director, nature arts and crafts, ~OTE SCSENNA & GALLIVAN on April 
12 
Mi_chelle R. Here's the personal.you thought 
Call Jenn 868-9780 ·back. Loaded, Excelle·nt conditio_ n. 5 y-_r_ photography, copper enameling, fine arts, 
13 for BP & SBVP. To beS
t 
represent 'd · 1 A · · the Student v'aice ' · you neve~ get re you emarrassed? Love 
Dover, rooms for rent in furnished half warrenty. Call 664-2036 evenings/ wee- newsletter, gymnastics, dance, -lacrosse ya! -0 -
~ouse. Washer, deck, backyard, close to kends · ' and soccec ALS required for waterfront Wanted to Buy - HANDGUNS Loe>king for - --~-~----~-----"-
Kari-van route, Call 742-3379, $1 oo/ week positions. Call 301-653-3QB2 for an ap- 'all makes & models :357, .45, 9mm, 10mm, To my big Sis KriSten, you ire the beSt ! 
For sale: Brand riew WET SUITS (full and · Thanks for everything- So when'.s inspi-
includes everything. Available Ju'ne first shorty) and WINDSURF! NG SU ITS (both plication and. further info. --25, _,38, .32. I am starting my own gun shop ration night?!? 1 love you- Jen 
.Hampton Beach three bedroom house_ wet and dry) Call 749-9377 af.ter 5 pm Workstudy help needed immediately! -club, Call anytime before 11 pm nightly. 
fully furnished for 1988-sg semester -- - - - Flexibleandfriendlyofficeassistantneeded Ask for Bob 659-3941 CASH FOR ALL ROBIN- Thank God forwinter carnival! I'm 
;":E:~;:~~:;i;~~;;;~;~:;~~~,;;;(_·-·- ,,,rn --~~~t¥tlll!!l .; . ~:t;~~2i~~~:~:~=:~:::::::::: ~~~!~f ~~~~Z~L~~:::N6,:~:~'P':· ~~~~~~~i~~i:~~~::~f ~:::~:.::~~:~ 
- k d anyone? 
for 1988-89 academic year. Private en- ·· par s an · major cities th,roughout the SBVP, The candidates that will make the --''------'-------------
trance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $1 ooo FREE interviews, Cape -Cod's hottest United States and Canada on a cross difference_ _ Lisa- Ditch the paper bags! Isn't it about 
per semester· including utilities. Call 868- restaurant-bar complex. Interview wee- country camping experience with teenag- time you asked for a drawer of your own'?! . 
C I 
. · WANTED to BUY - HANDGUN~ I00King 
2217 after 4 pm_ _ kend, Saturday, April 16, 10_-4, Sun_day Apr'il ers_ ounse ors and food manager posi- If you e · d h · b for all m_akes & models ,357, .45, 9mm, a-r a woman an av.e ever een 
R 
17, n_oon-4_ Season May 26-Sept 5 and tions available, -Prospective staff must be em' ot'I0 II ·h · II 11 b. ·d . oommate wanted: Traveling professional '10mm, .25, .3.8, .32 I ani starting my own - na Y, P ysica Y, or s~xua Y a us13 







room house in downtown Main Street and Sea Street, Hyannis, MA prior experience with youth. North Amer- pm nightly. :Ask for Bob 659_3941 cA~ join us to -discuss these is$ues. Monday · 
Rochester_ Currently renovating. $250/mo COME ON DOWN! - ican Trails, 302 Rutland Street, Carlisle, FOR ALL TRANSACTIONS - nights in the Sullivan Room, MUB from 7-










6- 8:30 pm . · u P e, P Y s 1 - 3591 · · Drinking and driving is a serious problem. 
~~1~l:~E~i~'.?l:~~f ~{~±~~; ~f,;~~~-~~~:~:::::::~::::::::( .. ,-,=t◄l~~;~~~~~i~)t~;r~1~1}~~;g:r~ :~~;{;i~::;~~-;~~~;:;;~:~. 
Call Rick at 433-5'587 anytime couple w~~d lik_e to adopt a newborn child. FOUND: Women's eyeglasses in case, If you have used IY drugs and shared but THREE Old Mils at once!!What coor-
Newmarket- responsible remale to share l_f youi or some"CJrre, yo_u know is_.looking_-for 3/21 /88, Elliott Alumni Center Parking Lot. needles since 1978, you might be at ri:sk dination!_What a picture! P.S.- NUYA-HAH!!T 
new 2 bedroom condominium located on a loving home for your baby, '·ca ll Gregg Inquire at 862-3802 - for AIDS, For free, anonymous and non- (don't forget that left leg!) There's nothing 
~amprey River and Karivan route_ $250 and -Judy at 5o3-453-5575 or our Lawyer · judgemental AIDS antibody couns~ling like spontenaity. Love, neighbor · 
plus half utilities_ 659-7818, Leave message Davis Bamford 603-868-2414 if you prefer_ Tickets are still available for the Doors and / or testing call the office of Health Hoov- so how was that wet feeling? 
on answering machine Upperclass Russian tutor needed. Prefer show_ See the ad in this. New Hampshire Education and Promotion, Health Services Remember you look MARVELOUS! Love 
Male, 34, seeks house sining-'.situation or evening help (M-F) Cal1742-2794 issue for more details Center, UNH. 862-3.823 Beav .and Snake -
sublet for month of June. Respo-nsitle~ Reter,itie>h(st typist Answer ph.one, type Free Comedians every Wednesday in the Everybo'dy has a favorite cure for a · ,, H and A - Do you r-eally believe weld do · 
References available. Paul 749-9649 40 wpr.n; photocopying, run errands ·- MUB PUB-12:30 (lunch time)'Oompliments hangover, but they all have one thing in that to you? If so, then you're bigger fools • 
f :,. ,_ •*;,i:~:::1-~i~I~;:~~~i;;;;'.::~~~~~:~~~~; ~~~~f ~y,~~~~~~~~~£:~~~~~f ~~~=: ?~:~:::::::::::~:'.:::::::~::'. ~f ~~g/,0:1~~~;1~~~~;,'.;;; 
Wt_ .. N __ T __ s_D. _T._. 9 __ . B __ u_, _Y ___ ~ __ H_AN,_DGU ___ NS Lo· ok'ing L_ ight hou_ seke.eping d_ uties, Inquire morn- _ / 1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for h f . , __ ~ _  , - _ ~ . .., sLJpport t e . act tha_t IJl{_Omen a,re less lik~ly _ , , tor'aTlmal<"'es &mlfcl'trt~:tsr :'t~•g,ffi~ Jl:l@ _ o.ern,31-§sdafiltl'es+ la:lt ~--:,,.-.~,.;--,~-··: ·. --- \- ·: _ - .-~ , •• .-,._""_" '., _.,,. " - ' AIDS _ Fof ·tree· a~nd -- ~nonynYous · AIDS'" to. seek help and are t>etter able to-mask .. ,,· 
10mm, .25,-_38, .32, I .am i -tarting my own··~· 'SUMMER JOBS on campus, We_ a're now ,. antibody counseling aiid /or teSt ing call the symptoms of prob!erri drinking . . -
gun shop - club, Call anytime before 11 interviewing students for summer full or the office of Healt·h Edu.cation and Pr'o- . -
mqtion,,He~lt,h Services c:.~nter, UNH. 862- Bridget, Hope you hijve ,an aw.,as_ome 
pm nightly ask for Bob 659-3941. ·CASH part-time jobs at the UNH Dairy Bar. birthday! Ha_' ppy 21st! Love XSEN 8th_·-._--· . 
for qiltransactions Flexibie schedules can be arranged, Hey "sweetie."- here's your ,second per- 3823 
8:1-.983 Mercury Lynx, excellent condition, 
only. 35,000 miles, Good tires, new exhaust, 
hatchback. Very affordable transportation. 
$2500 or be~t offer_ 603-436-9166, days; 
preference given to work-study students, sonal. Have a great weekend, I'll be thinking Using more than one ·drug at a time.'~an DWEEB- Another rough wee,k, we ma-de 
but_work-study eligibility not mandatory, _of_yc_o_u ______________ beevenmorehazardousthanoverdrinking. it! Ahead, roughweekend!! Joy, rapture! 
w~it-people and short order cooks needed_ To the stress bucket on Fairchild 2nd- relax The effets may be additive and they may ' _ · We'll survive: .. .Love Geek Hi JD! LW . ~ 
We will train you . Apply now for summer_ and keep your chin up ___ things will be interact in 1:rnknown ways. Overdose LISA SAABYE--: Let reality com.~ and have 
Call 862-1006 or apply in person, Ask for looking up soon, love. you babe and/or death is more possible. · - a happy 20th birthday!! Jen A 
Candace, · 19,80 Silver Chevy Monza, Smooth running, A vote for SCEf\JNA AND GALLIVAN is a Most people can only con:sume 1-1 1 /2 Certain death- can be av0ided if youwatoh 
good tires, luggage rack, am-fm radio, $
900 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - fine, residential vote for hard work and a vote for the student drinks per hour and stay below their legal _ .· the Variety Show Ol'I Ww'DS-TUSO -at H prj, 
207-439-0063 evenings- ask for Pam · 
or best offer_ 659-2490 camp for girls in VT seeking womeri voice limi.t. Remember, body weight_- rate of TONIGHT 
counselors/instructors, mid-June thru mid- Hey Larry Maugh, 1 didn't know you were consumption, em·otional state and physical , -- , ~ -.- · -~· :__ - C ,.f_c.:. ,. ~~' 
1966 Plymouth Fury (383ci) Runs excellent, 
76,600 Miles Satin interior, inspected, 4 
new tires only $900 Call Stacy at 862-4186 
Ovation Ultra Bass. mint cond, Black, 
Dimarzio pick-ups $475 o( Best offer. f\Aust 
selL 366-5726 after 7 p.m, 
1 
' -
19_84 Honda Nighthawk 700S- blue and 
black, Metzler tires, new battery, cover, 
Arai full faced helmet Excellent condition 
$1725 Call 868.-3706 
Lange XLR ski bools - orange and black 
size. 9 1 /2 $30. 868-3706 -
17 meals left on a 35 meal plan_ Price 
ne·gotiiable, Call, 868-2705 before 9 am or 
after 9 pm 
1982 Subaru GL Wagon, 5-speed, 83K 
miles, silver, good conditon, asking $1800, 
868-2141 
/ 1 ~~3 VW Scirroco blk, lea th~~ i-nt, _h~Y-
miles, excellent sha,pe, runs like a clo'ck'. • 
gorgeous! $3500 or b.o, 7 49-2596 leave 
message, 
'81, ,Diesel Rabbit - Runs Good_ New Tires, 
Exhaust Cloth int very clean, Must sell · 
g:;~f :.~;rit:t~~::,~~~l::~:~g ~~~=~~~~:~~:;~:g~;~:'o~~~:;gd~~~:~ ;~~:~t~#~;~~:~::::::~s e::: ( . ,f ~::Y~, 
and lqve of children. Call or write Loohearn Nice fie ____ bonehead. 
Camp, Box 500 Post Mills, VT 05058- 802- Tim~ hope you had a furi B-day, we had - Using aloo~ol resp-onsibly .m~ans not letting ENTREP,ENEURS- Start your own business • -
333-4211 fun, and your cookies were awesbme,: _ the us~ of alcohol have a negative-impact today! Regardless of your age, experience, 
RECEPTIONIST /RESERVATIONIST - at 
small inn/resort Congenial working con-
ditions. Late May through October_ Flexible 
schedule possible. On the job 'training, 
Excellent career experience, Call Eric at 
Dockside Guest Quarters in York ME 207-
363-2868 . 
SEEKING WORK STUDY STUDENTS FOR . 
GENERAL OFFICE DUTIES (10-rs hours 
per week) Start immediately and continue 
through summer and FY 1989! Star.ting pay: 
$4'75/hr; Duties: Typing, word processing, 
filing, phones, etc.; Qualifications: Typing 
40 wpm, knowledge of general office duties 
and equipment helpfuL Please contact 
Yvonne Allen, Technology Transfer Center, 
Dept of Civil Engineering, Kingsbury Hall, 
Room 23l, ;Tel. 862-28·26 
you did get a bite or two, didn't you!? on self, others or property-•Fdr some people or financial status, lnterhatlori'ai Netwo
0
rk 
this m'ay be the decision not to use alcohol Marketing Syst,ems has the proven system -
Vot~ Hammond and Ros·e· tor SBP and 
SBVP March 12 and 13, Diversity equals 
Representation 
at all. Recognize another's right to decide .. for your financial suc;cess_ Call (207) 439-
for oneself · ) 7043_. Or send .a resume to P.O. Box 144, 
The pfoportion ~f heavy drinkers increases Portsmouth, NH 03.801 · 
Certain death - can be avoided if you watch fairly st'e.adily from 6% . of those with FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING Scared 
the Variety Show on WWDS-TUSO at 8 '.)m 
TONI_GHT grammar school education, to 15% of those and think you're pregnant? We c.are. Call 
who are col(ege gra.duates. us for free confidential testiog and counsel 
BOB from PHI KAP- ping pong was fun, _ If the shoe fits < ProfesSQf A.A. Am~i:l is \49-4441. Appointments arid :\valk-ins -
Hope we can do it again soon and maybe refirir:i'g fr.om the Cherrii-stry Department · _welcome_ Seacoast Cri's+s , Pregnar1cy 
take time out to chat or dance , See you . after a dist·.ing,ui_s_hed career ·of 33 years, _ceriter, 90 Was_hington st:• Dover. Hours 
soon??? -Jennifer · 1 O 4 M d F -----------'-~--- . Isn't itfitting torett1rR,his framed photograph·~- •::-· - ''--'-· _· _,on--'a-';,y_-_.r_id_a_.,_y_. ----':_:c._c:___:___ 
Tim and Eric-you showed me two are beUer ,· to _itJ .! i9ri~t.f~t,.P)a?i' outside t~e ·shem}s,!ry-~: ':_;Pl~~/W()RD PROCESSING, pr9fes~ ' 
than one- espec1ally,w1th l')ot bapy 011.:L,ove ..• Off1c.e?.No q4est1ems,asRed!, _ __ -; -. .• , -- sIonal qu~hty. Spelliflg•acc,1:1racy included: 
Jamie . . . ,, <' ' , If y;~ a;.e·a s~xtJally activ~ gay or bisextial . _SA VE: y~urself ,ti~ '~ ~~r,n'o,fl~Y ·~y.pa:1ttng -
RANDY N,- Hi bu~ dy! What's up?,Ju-s:t' · male,'you may be at risk for AIDS. For fre'e, - NOW. O,.over, 742~.2037 -
thought I'd let y~u know th.at you're .anonymous and no'n-judgerrie~tal Al.OS Ye>ur Planetary Path - It's yours -and your's ~ 
AWESOME and thatTm gl?d you're aro1:rnd antibody counselling and/or testing call alone . Astrology read ings. Mary Jane 
so much! Love,'L the office of Health Education and Pro- Moulton 436-4084 · 
so@nl $800 or B.O: Peter 868-7208, - BE AT THE BEACH BY 3:00! Housekeeper 
Pinto station wagon, 1976, Musts.ell , runs positions available at smaU lnn/Res-ort 
perfectly, Completely and recently rebuilt '.May-October. 25-'30 hr's, wk.-We~kend 
Vote SCENNA and{~·ALLIVAN for SBP and ·motion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862- . Contraceptive services.: conflcfential, high 
SBVP, The ticket thatwil_l make a difference!_ 38:d ·. - . 
1 
. . . , 
engi'ne, new brakes, and major overhaul - schedules available, good wages and tips, SENIORS- 43 days· left to party, Freshmen- GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMEI\ITS ARE 
quality care by trained and sensitive staff. 
Sliding fees . for exams and stipplies. 
Appointments available within 1-2 weeks. 
The Clinic, Dover 749-2346, Rochester 
on ;rnany parts. Excellent mechanical on the job training_ Dockside Guest Quar- 3 years, 43 days, Uve _it ·up, Party til you AVAILABLE AT THE UNH BOOKSTORE!! 
'd't· G t 'I - d d -ters, York, M. E 207-363~2868 . ' . k con 110n, rea · mI eage an ependable_ ----------'-~--- pu e, If you. have had mul_tiple sexual_ partners ;'382,-4249 
Only\$850 Oi best offer, Call Michaf3I 679° -: .Help Wanted Immediately: Prog} ~m Man- John" Did you get those ;clean needles? sinq,e" 197,8, you might be' at '[ iskcfor -AIDS, 
83$.'?.': -..- ager to. run refrigerator ren.tal progra-m at -Di · For tr1pe, 'anonyrr:ici-us and n91fjudgemental 
Wa:n.ted to Buy_ HANDGUN§, !ook[rrg for: -·UNH_practical business experience with Would you like to wfn ·a trip for two to the ant)'.6ody_,-te~t i'nl J and ( or''c6~nseling call T~shirts!! T-shirts!! ;T~shirts!! Custom made 
all ,makes & models .357, -45, 9mm;-l0rnm; ' a_ ~cj~IQnal companY., Please contqpt Steve l- Bahamas? Then s~e a representatie from the "ofti<f e 6'.f Health .6ouca.t'ibn and Pro- shirts printed for ALL occasioris. Wholesale 




p _Fischer ~t 301-69~_0 9264, Call Collect!! _ ..,' Alph·c:1 Phi, Sigma Beta or Sigma Nu for raffle motion, Health Services Ce11ter, UNh . .862- -prices! Contact rep. Paul Miller .86.8~6068 
- clup, Call anytime before J\ t~mi nighfly:- , . ,- • - _ . , ; . _.· ;::tlck~(~- $2 donatio~~t~theAmerican Cancer 
3823 
. . TAX PREPARATION- by 'Enrolled Agent, 
Astlor Bob 659-3941 - CA;S.H' f oR ALL FALL JO'BS: Outstanding w~rk/ study+I:so~i~ty necessarikj win! !; __ .-.. .~, . , l lcoholism has . been called the most' p,arsanal or busin~ss, reasonable rates, 
TR~~~~~~,~~NS / ::fY ' - posIt1ons for sbp,h0mores or j~~,~~t~1'~ )th'. '.itI~1Ji~1eadin ' deai h for::1:a;2'4-'y~/ :r~.e~iq,~s-,d~~;pr;2~1~'B-~~~.!3 t_?,~?~t}9 ~9.~!~!_K, _c~~is!opher PardUs'749t632r -, ,,i_ ,,,~j ·< 
1980 StizL*I~~i) :i50~? :SOO mi,le~:'.' ~2-~ •r,.:~~~~ ,g_lus ~~\w~--~ ~e~~ ~ ~~.alle~~irg . - _ , ing. It is ttie o~f.y"age"g{ '. i,,physical damage to the b~~y s organ~, ~nd T-shirts!!. T-shirts!! T-shirts!! Custom.made 
back rest, 2_ ~ew ~~~nlop; sport eqY,1prtJf,~~J'.~1~,.!t:; ;f l~W~JY,~suppqJt/ __ ve7en11;1ronmer1J- 1".:Vvi! ,..r_ -.1;: increasing rate ot deat'ft~on he la~ge number of _fatalities .an~ v1ct;1~s ··~s~i,rtSJ>rint~d1_9r A~i;.9ce,fsions.Whpl~sal.e . 
good cond1t1on, $>l 5.P- 'Call Gaf y-0at''6'6'9'.I,i;' { ~:X"a~-'., ~e,:@:l~t9-~w .~;1;t~~lor ~t TASK, (~ C)'_~;;~~elf Qr y_our friends ibecom'~ 'pa .,e,s.ultl1'1Q. frnr:a .Ji.C:.CJde..nt&.cO[.- '.U.ltb,otaWJ - 13rices! Contact-rep. Paul Miller 868~6068 
7073 '-),ii\_ . 2 Ma buryRd.862-3698byApril18 ' th,El~~tatistics. ~ •,-., -'s,2·;'-'l,;,-'i1':i;,"' Symptpm§- ;,:r:, ,,, ,, ,,,.;,.,,._J',i''.1;.Jr;,,1"'"· ' ~, -"•J ,rJ..;·si ,,,,.,;, .. , ··"'·" '-,.< ' '!"· '• \'. . ' ''.''' .· - ~-
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1-/~ 21« J-! "ti The Department of Spanish and Classics I -GREEKS -
l°"' . . ! 1988 Summer Session Spanish Courses I (continued from page 3) 
P1', JN, Lg, SW, PH, 1"0 ~ ~ 
' · · ~ Spanish 401 (El«tmentary Spanish): · ~ Pariseau stress~d publication 
T-Shirts 
~ May 23-Jaw 1, M-F: 8-l0am ~ of grades and alcohol education 
~ ~ o.f pledges. They were in favqr 
i ~ Spanish 402 (Elementary Spanish): ~ of freshmen being allowed to 
. ~ .
1
_._ S-A-t1n•t 12, M-1:! .. 8-l0am ~ rush fraternities and sororities 
, I 
~ --r .... - .. ~ a~d th_ey ~e!e a_lso .co~cerned 
~ ~ with d1sc~1~mat10.n agamst the i Spanish 501 (Review of Spanish): ~ Greek system through d~"Q~l?-
~ May 23-June 24, M-111: 8-l0am ! erj°~y Gould and Jennifer Tur-
~ For mor~ foformatioa, contact: , ~ hyne voiced concern abo1:1-t t~e _ 
~ ·. Frances Grady: 862-3121 Murkland 209 . I lac~ of Greek _rewesentat10n m 
~ : . , . · ~ various orgamzat10ns. The duo 
~ Rt:gtster 1ll person by May 20: Verrette House · ~ brought up the issue o,f using 
. ~ · · · , 6 Garrison Avenue -~ Channel 11 space in the MUB 
furani~tclubwfrareinhks 
FU -To A Tee 
~et us outfit your . 
organization,. team, 
frat or. sorority 
wouldn't be the only sociaJ 
centers. Lastly, they mentioned 
the. possibility of having a 
student activities fair to inform 
students of organizalions and 
events. · .. -
Bret Clemoris-·and .Eric. Stites 
discussed· the issues of student 
par~ing, U!),iting· the student 
·body, and the proposed. new 
Recreational Sports Facility. 
• Hooded Puilovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
.155 Portland Ave 
Dover.NH 
Wendy Hammond and Mike 
Rose discussed increasing the 
role of the student at UNH; 
Qiring a Greek lobbyist who 
would work part-time to help 
solve disputes between the 
houses and the administration, 
and solving some of the academ-
ic problems . 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
. __, • Plus· Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
Y .· In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
749-6465 . ••" .. . . . '• r. <'f,i, ' 
cJI yo#r D#rham rep for~ Rt To A Tee 
Aut_uf'l]n_ Po.nd Park, Rt. 101 Greenland, i--JH 
,.,.. 1 _______________ -i _________ .. 
Michele Scenna and Sean 
GaUivan proposed increased 
student involvement'tlirough 
improved communication (such 
>C .C >C ., lC ., ., ii JI 
. NEED~ A JO)J? 
' [ ' 
·outdoor Work available 
>C :,, ~ asWUNHand The New Hamp-. 
]
. shire). They. also were ·in .fav. or:.· 
of increased Greek memb.crship 
in the Senate. · . _ 
After all the candidates had 
] 
~poken, Fasciano arinoup.~e_d a:... 
. closed meeting and the pros and -
cons of each of the stx candid-
(grasscutting and outdoor rnaintance) ] ' 
.
acies were discussed. The council' 
then voted and the field was 
reduced to three candidates. - -· · 
. A second vote was taken by . 
] 
· secret ballot and the field was 
down to two. A third. vote was 
taken by the twenty-ode ,soror- · 
·* flexible hours 
* part or-full-t_ime 
* $6.50/hour 
* thru end of semester (summer 
positions also available) 
Contact Torn at 659-5146, leave a me_ssage. 
Durha.m Landscape Group 
]
. it.ies and fraternities repi;:esent-
ed but they cou1d not come up 
with a clear majority and the 
, Greek Councils decided on dual 
]
rpix;,t. FOOD--
<continued from page 5) . 
] 
and Patricia Bedker. 
· A very popular course, .Bedker 
claims attendance is very good, 
] 
showing a real desire by the 
I student's to learn' about nutri-
tion. Asked the purpose of the 
] 
co. urse, . Bedker said $h. e aims to 
make the students "nutrition-
literate." · 
Bedker notes the advantage 
] 
of teaching .such a class is the 
students ' '. learn something every 
day they can use," and "students 
· be aware ·of credibility when 
] 
reading on ·nutrition. She tries 
to teach students to not "believe 
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Crew team takes to the river Saturday morning 7:30.(Adam Fuller Photo)- 7 
t***********"!****! 
\ \ 
Baseball double header 
vs. Hartford 
Saturday 1 :--00 
., .. ·.···················: .. • ....... · .. •······· ·.;•·······.·-·-:· ¥=~ 
~~ 
II 
The 'Cats will need the same kind of intensity they had yesterday if they want to beat UMass 
on Saturday.(Ronit Larone Photo) 
- ..... W.LAX---
· Big weekend for 
men's crew tearn' 
· By.Adam.Fuller Miller. 
· Just as a good, aspiring sales- "They are all Division I, but 
rnan dq~sp.'t stay long selling Dartmouth hasn't been that 
. bandages for: a medical ·supply tough fo the pasc Yale, well, 
firm, a good crew team doe~n't _ their record and tradition speaks 
stay competing in•a:,leagu~ of for itself. They are s.frohg, but 
pushover .opponents. · · the main thing to do against a 
·· Both· must move· up in the schoollike them is ~hock them 
world if they wish to play where . by getting·off the line [start] 
- the stakes are higher and the fast and aggresively. rm sure 
bonuse~ are bigger. . they wont be expecting us, so 
After lasf Saturday's thrash- we'll be off in a hurry." · 
ing of Division II UMass, head Make no doubt about .it. Not 
coach Chris Allsopp takes his- one of the schools will be the 
complacent crew to a higher pushover UMass was a week 
level when they take on Division age. The races will provide·a 
ope Ivy Po,w...eis_ .¥~}e,:_D~n.- good benchmark from ·which to 
mouth and Columbia this wee.:-. measure UNH' s progress an<t · 
kend. . . . · their chances in May for the 
They travel to New Haven championship when they'll face 
Conecticut Saturday to face Yale such capable crews as Temple 
and Dartmouth bdore return- and Florida: Institute of Tech-
ing home Sunday to.host Colum- nology. · 
bia on the Oyster River. "By pi.'eparing forthese East-
If UNH has any aspirations ·· em Sprint schools (the Division 
of a Division II National Cham- I Championsh~p in which all 
pionship in Maf, they must .Ivy's and others participate), 
leave Division II and the UMass' it's giving us a better chance · at 
of the world, and compete with · winning .the Dad Vails, the 
the Ivy's where the competitive Division II Championship. Yale 
talent is head and shoulders is close to the front of the .pack 
a:bove the rest. of Division one sc.hools while 
"This weekend should be a Dartmouth and ·columbfa are 
1
' test of our development," in the middle, and in relation 
claimed Allsopp. to Division II, they are all front 
·:c Beating any of these three runners for us,'.' said Allsopp. 
schools is like being accepted Besides the varsity· racing · 
by their admissions office as an both days, so. will the second and 
undergraduate. It is an achieve- third varsities and .two novice 
ment and accomplishment of - boats, all of which will be eight 
a selected few. You've conquered man shells. · 
the Ivy and a Division ·! com.: · "It's-been a shaky week:"said 
-petkor. The_best, so you are part Allsopp. "The line-ups aren't 
of ~est: ·i . determined, and we've ha_d a few 
UNH has taken the, Ivy chal- ' injuries," referring to Jeff Phil-
lenge but has to prove their · brick's sprained ankle and other 
worthy of being on the sam~ r~curririg injuries. · .. 
river by, if not beating them, The race Sunday against -Co-
competing closely with them lumbia should prove worth, the 
to the race's finish. ride·out Route four road, where 
"Yale figures to be one of the -tt can b@ seen south a mile down · 
top six crews in the East," the · road from the· point of 
lamented Allsopp. "But Dart- overpass of Route 108. Race 
mouth and Columbia have not time is 7:30 a.m., so get an ear_ly 
' been one of the 'faster crews." start on the day, pick up a six, 
"The weekend will be very and watch your team row to 
. challenging," said captain Matt victory. '' 
-
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Sports -
Wildcat ·women· du~p Dartmouth in Durham, ·9,~~--
. . . •. . . ~ . . . - • t.,_ . 
. • 
By John Kelley 
, The . women's lacrosse team 
ffs"imifar'To':-a-:bolder f~lli"ng 
dow-n a mountain. Bot~just · 
keep gaining momentum anq. 
both are · more difficult to stop 
the farther they travel. 
The 'Cats improved their 
season record to 3-0 with a 7-
3 victory over the Big Green of 
Dartmouth yesterday afternoon. 
They were sparked by Anna Hill 
( two, goals and an assist) and 
Liz Brickley (three goals). 
· This was the -best game of the 
year for the Wildcats because 
they; 1.) showed they can handle 
the pressure of _playin,g catch- _ 
up lacrosse, 2.) proved th_at they 
are an excellent defensive unit 
that does not have to rely o~ 
goaltender Cathy N arsiff to bail 
them out and 3.) capitalized on 
opponents mistakes. 
These things should increase 
the confidence of this very 
young yet unbeaten team. 
- "In the second half we forced 
them to take the bad shot," 
Katey Stone· said 
The 'Cats took control of this 
contest at the ten minute mark 
of the first half. They were 
losing 2-1- when coach Marge 
Anderson decided to put Anne 
Ensor in the-playmaking posi-
tion and move Brickle.¥ out in 
front of the net. This coul~v:<:_ _  
been the key to the game as t:"fiii 
'Cats outscored Dartmouth 7-
1 frorri that point on. 
"Brickley was face guarded 
which made it difficult for her 
to set up plays," Anderson said. 
'The coach moved me out to 
open up the P,lay," B_rickley said 
The play of Anna Hill can not 
be overlooked. She was all over 
the field especially late in the 
first half when she scored or 
assisted on three goals in a six 
. minute span. 
Wildcat Diane McLoughlin (#25) takes it to the net in ye_sterd,ay's 7-3 trouncing -of 
IDanmouth.(Ronit Larone Photo) 
"We had three horrjble def-
ensive plays and they scored on 
all three," Dartmouth head 
coach Josie Harper said. 
"Everytime we moved a play-
er high and that left them low 
all alone with the goaltender. 
This is a very opportunistic · 
team." , . · 
"She (Hill) kept us in there," 
NH assistant coach Karen Ge-
romini said. "She knew when 
to pick up the play and when 
to slow it down.". 
In the second half, the Wild-
cat defense was the seq>ry. They 
forced the play to the outside ~ 
and made some crucial steals. 
near the . net which prevented. 
Dartmouth from getting any 
scoring opportunities. 
\ -~ . -
; Merrimack edges 'CafS~""·6~5 
By Bob Barrett 
Following a 6-5 loss to Mer-
rimack College in Andoyer, 
. Mass., on Tuesday, the baseball 
' t~am ,is still looking for their 
first victory on New England 
soil. 
The Wildcats have now lost 
eight games by a total of 12 runs, 
· including. three one-run losses 
in their last three games. Th~ir 
other loss was a 12'-l trouncing 
by Adelphi. · . - _ , 
· Pitchers Rick Staba amtJoe 
· Teixeira split the mound duties 
for the Wildcats. Teixeira re-
lieved Staba in the sixth innipg 
of the nine inning game and ~is 
record dropped to an e·ven.,2-
, 2 because Merrimack got the 
game 'Y!p.ner 'in the ninth inning 
to break a 5-5 tie. "We made a couple of base 
Merrimack's first batter in running mistakes and one or 
the ninth walked. He moved to two key errors," Gale said. 
second on a sacrifice bunt and "You can't _giv~ a team four 
to third on a ground out: He or five outs an inning and expect 
scored when Teixeira th.few a them not to score." 
wild pitch ending the game. · Teixeira and Staba should be 
"The defense played tn~ 
strongest game they have played 
all year," UNH head coach 
Marge Anderson said . 
-~ "They are playing with their 
feet and _their were double 
teaming consistently ~ell. I am 
happy with the way they re-
sponded to·the pressure." 
When Dartmouth did man-
age a shot on . net, N arsiff ( nine 
saves) was th~re to make the 
stop. N a,rsiff stoned Dart-
mouth's Julie Clyma (two·goals) 
W.LAX pg. 31 "It was kind of a fluke because ready to pitch again this wee-
the pitch hit the plate and kend against ECAC New _Eng-
bounced up and over the land foes Hartford. There will 
catcher's head," assistant coach· 'be a double header on Saturday . S.. P .. e. ak_1.·, .~--.·. --o--_ n-- -- .·• 
Rich Gale said. · beginning at 1 :00 a·nd a single,. _ _ .&..&,.p'=' 
Benjie Johns and Jim Lucci nine inning game on Sunday 
were the .hitting sta·rs for the also beginnin_g at 1:00. s p. . Q rts· 
Wildcats. Johns smashed a run . , 
scoring triple over the center The Wildcats will play a 
• fielder's head and Lucci contrib- doubleheader at UMass on Mon-
uted an off-field double. Chris day. With five games in three 
· Schott also added a sacrifice fly. days, Coach Ted Conne~ will be , 
Gale said that the team played forced to us~ some mexpe-
well over all, but they did rienced pitchers against UMass, 
commit some mistakes. a non-conference opponent. 
By Chuck McCue 
Co-Sports Editor 
The great thing about sports is that it is ever changing. 
- Today's heroes might very well pe tomorrow's zeroes and 
vice- versa. If there is arty doubt about this, here ar.e a few 
people to ask. . · 
Ask Red Sox reliever Lee Smith. Monday he was looking 
for any place to hide after Detroit's Allan Trammell took him 
to the Boston skyline. Wednesday he was the hottest thing 
in Boston since boiled lobster with a save in the first Red 
Sox win of the season. . · 
Ask Bruin's c~ach Terry O'Reilly. 'Saturday night he was 
down in Hartford smashing a car window and moving tqffic 
with the help of some impatient players~ Wednesday he admit~ed 
to the wrong doing. Wednesd~y and Thursday night he 
successfully guided the Bruins to a 2-0 series lead 'over Buffalo. 
Ask the Kansas Jayhawk basketball team. Kansas overcame 
some sizable odds to beat Oklahoma on Monday. However, 
when the rest of Kansas was celebrating the victory back on 
campus Tuesday, head coach Larry Brown was out in California 
inquiring about the coaching vacancy at UCLA. · -
Ask the Patriot's Irving Fryar. Tuesday he was handed 
a grand jury indictment on weapon charges resulting from 
an incident on February 14. Although unlikely, Fryar could 
_serve up to five years in prison. . . 
People have bad days and bad weeks. If anyone read Speakinf!, 1 • · 
on Sports on Tuesday the two typographical errors tQok aw:ay . 
from the meaning of the article. The word 'League· was missmg · 
as well as the word 'by'.It happens and it was a lazy mistake. _ 
Now to make this whole thing up, here are my options: 
. 1-Find someplace to hide like Lee Smith. Impossible Durham 
is too small. 2-Go smash a car window like Terry O'Reilly. 
Too expensive. 3-Go to California like Larry Brown and look 
for a new job. I don't care for UCLA that much. 4-J?rive around 
in a car. with loaded weap~rns l~ke Irving Fryar: I don't think 
so. 
I guess I will, like Oklahoma, look bac.k on my mistakes 
and try to correct them. Like sports, sportswriting follows 
the unpredictable pattern. I will take the criticism as a sign 
that people ·are reading. · 
This was sincerely,just my: opinion. 1.1------------~----------~~-
